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Preview: Hurricanes at Blackhawks
Rematch set in the Windy City
By Michael Smith
CHICAGO - The Carolina Hurricanes begin the month of
April with a rematch against the Chicago Blackhawks.
The Match-Up
Carolina Hurricanes (23-8-3, 49 points) at Chicago
Blackhawks (17-15-5, 39 points)
Thursday, April 1, 8 p.m.

Chicago pounced with two goals early in the second. Andrei
Svechnikov netted his 10th goal of the season to get the
Canes on the board later in the period, but the Canes
couldn't find the equalizer in the third.
"It was very, very frustrating. It's tough in the NHL to come
back when you give teams goals," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "It's not like we played a poor game. We
just had a couple hiccups there that cost us."
Numbers to Know

About Tuesday Night

7: It's not a true seven-game point streak since he missed
games due to injury, but with an assist on Svechnikov's goal
on Tuesday night, Vincent Trocheck has registered at least a
point in each of his last seven games played (4g, 5a). He's a
point-per-game player on the season with 25 points (13g,
12a) in as many games.

The Canes were unable to erase a two-goal deficit on
Tuesday night in a 2-1 loss to the Blackhawks. The Canes
came up empty-handed after a dominant first period, and

1.81: The Canes are set to play 16 games over a 29-day
stretch in April, which equates to one game every 1.81 days,
this after playing 14 games (10-2-2) in 30 days in March.

Watch: NBCSN
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
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Super 16: Predators enter NHL.com power rankings
Six-game winning streak has Nashville back in Discover
Central race, Blackhawks drop out
By Dan Rosen
The Tampa Bay Lightning maintained their spot as the No. 1
team in the NHL.com Super 16 power rankings for a fifth
consecutive week even after losing three games in a row.
The Lightning were one of four teams to be ranked No. 1 by
the 14 participating staff members after being a unanimous
No. 1 the past two weeks.
Tampa Bay was ranked No. 1 by seven staff members. The
Vegas Golden Knights were ranked No. 1 by four, the
Colorado Avalanche by two, and the Washington Capitals by
one.
The Avalanche moved up three spots to No. 3 and the
Pittsburgh Penguins also moved up three to No. 12.
The Nashville Predators got into the Super 16 this week at
No. 16.
To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14
participating staff members put together his or her version of
what they think it should look like. Those were submitted and
a point total assigned to each.
The team that was selected first was given 16 points, second
got 15, third 14 and so on down to No. 16, which got one
point.
Here is the Super 16:
1. Tampa Bay Lightning (24-9-2)
Total points: 216
Last week: No. 1
The Lightning have hit their first rough patch of the season,
losing three games in a row (in regulation) for the first time.
They have been outscored 3-0 on special teams during the
losing streak.
2. Vegas Golden Knights (24-9-1)
Total points: 202
Last week: No. 2
The Golden Knights are back to having arguably the best
goalie duo in the NHL with the return of Robin Lehner to join
Marc-Andre Fleury, who was 12-5-0 with a 2.02 goalsagainst average, .931 save percentage and three shutouts in
17 starts when Lehner was out of the lineup from Feb. 9March 17.
3. Colorado Avalanche (23-8-4)
Total points: 187
Last week: No. 6

The Avalanche are neck and neck with the Golden Knights
for first place in the Honda West Division. They are 3-2-1
against the Golden Knights after earning three of four points
against them March 25 and 27, and visit Vegas two more
times (April 26 and 28).
4. Washington Capitals (23-8-4)
Total points: 184
Last week: No. 4
The Capitals lead the NHL in wins (15) and points
percentage (.816) since Feb. 21. They are 15-3-1, averaging
3.47 goals per game and 2.47 against, in that span. Alex
Ovechkin has scored 13 goals in those 19 games after the
left wing scored five in his first 12.
5. Carolina Hurricanes (23-8-3)
Total points: 183
Last week: No. 3
Vincent Trocheck had an assist in his return to the lineup, a
2-1 loss at the Chicago Blackhawks on Tuesday, after the
forward missed eight games with an upper-body injury. He
has a point in the past seven games he's played (four goals,
five assists). Carolina was 5-1-2 without him.
6. Florida Panthers (23-9-4)
Total points: 145
Last week: No. 7
The Panthers have won three consecutive games after
losing three in a row. They hope to get back center
Aleksander Barkov during a four-game homestand that
continues against the Detroit Red Wings on Thursday and
ends with games against the Columbus Blue Jackets on
Saturday and Sunday. Barkov (37 points; 13 goals, 24
assists in 31 games) has missed five games with a lowerbody injury.
7. New York Islanders (22-10-4)
Total points: 139
Last week: No. 5
The Islanders are coming off back-to-back losses to the
Pittsburgh Penguins and are 2-4-2 against them this season.
They're also 0-3-0 against the Capitals, whom they host
Thursday, and 20-3-2 against the rest of the MassMutual
East Division.
8. Toronto Maple Leafs (23-10-3)
Total points: 122
Last week: No. 8
Frederik Andersen remains out with a lower-body injury that
has kept the goalie off the ice since he last played March 19.
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Andersen has missed five games and it's not clear when he
will resume skating and have a chance to rejoin the lineup.
9. Pittsburgh Penguins (23-11-2)
Total points: 118
Last week: No. 12
The Penguins are 16-3-1 at PPG Paints Arena to lead the
NHL in home wins. They are plus-28 in goal differential, 24.6
percent on the power play, and 84.6 percent on the penalty
kill at home. They are 7-8-1 on the road, where they play
their next six games and eight of nine.
10. Minnesota Wild (21-11-2)
Total points: 91
Last week: No. 10
Minnesota has won a Wild-record 11 consecutive home
games and are 13-3-0 at Xcel Energy Center this season.
They play 12 of their final 20 games at home after finishing a
four-game road trip.
11. Winnipeg Jets (22-13-2)
Total points: 90
Last week: No. 11
The Jets ended a stretch of playing 12 of 14 games on the
road from March 4-29 by going 8-5-1, including 7-4-1 away
from home, before returning to Winnipeg for four straight
games. They have 12 road wins this season, tied for most in
the NHL with the Panthers, Hurricanes and St. Louis Blues.
12. Boston Bruins (18-9-5)
Total points: 77
Last week: No. 9
The Bruins are 4-1-1 in their past six games. Center David
Krejci has eight assists in his past five, including three in a 54 come-from-behind shootout win against the New Jersey
Devils on Tuesday. Goalie Tuukka Rask has missed the past
three games with an upper-body injury. He also missed six in
a row from March 9-18 with an apparent back injury.
13. Edmonton Oilers (22-14-1)
Total points: 61
Last week: No. 13
The Oilers are 0-for-9 on the power play in their past five
games and their five-game point streak (4-0-1) ended with a
4-0 loss to the Montreal Canadiens on Tuesday. Connor
McDavid's 11-game point streak also ended. The center
scored 23 points (seven goals, 16 assists) from March 6-29,
including at least two in eight of the games.
14. Montreal Canadiens (15-8-9)
Total points: 37
Last week: No. 15
The Canadiens have a point in five straight games (3-0-2)
and will get center Eric Staal in their lineup in the coming
days after the 36-year-old was traded to Montreal by the
Buffalo Sabres on Friday. Staal began serving his mandatory
seven-day quarantine Saturday. The Canadiens began their
season-ending stretch of 25 games in 43 days by defeating
the Oilers on Tuesday.

15. St. Louis Blues (16-13-6)
Total points: 20
Last week: No. 14
The Blues are 0-3-1 in their past four games and 2-5-4 in
their past 11. They are 7-8-4 in the 18 games defenseman
Colton Parayko has missed with an upper-body injury and
play 17 of their last 21 games against the Golden Knights,
Avalanche and Wild.
16. Nashville Predators (19-17-1)
Total points: 17
Last week: NR
The Predators have won six straight games and eight of nine
to climb into fourth place in the Discover Central Division.
Filip Forsberg is week to week with an upper-body injury.
The forward joins defenseman Ryan Ellis and forward Matt
Duchene on the sidelines.
Others receiving points: Chicago Blackhawks 6, Arizona
Coyotes 4, New York Rangers 3, Philadelphia Flyers 2
Dropped out: Blackhawks (No. 16)
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM
AMALIE BENJAMIN
1. Vegas Golden Knights; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3.
Carolina Hurricanes; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Minnesota Wild; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Boston Bruins; 13.
Edmonton Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Philadelphia
Flyers; 16. Nashville Predators
TIM CAMPBELL
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3.
Colorado Avalanche; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8.
Boston Bruins; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. New York
Islanders; 11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13.
Minnesota Wild; 14. St. Louis Blues; 15. Chicago
Blackhawks; 16. Montreal Canadiens
BRIAN COMPTON
1. Washington Capitals; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa
Bay Lightning; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Vegas Golden
Knights; 6. New York Islanders; 7. Florida Panthers; 8.
Minnesota Wild; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Toronto Maple
Leafs; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Winnipeg
Jets; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Arizona Coyotes; 16.
Nashville Predators
TOM GULITTI
1. Vegas Golden Knights; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3.
Carolina Hurricanes; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. New
York Islanders; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Minnesota Wild;
11. Boston Bruins; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13. Montreal
Canadiens; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. Nashville Predators;
16. St. Louis Blues
PETE JENSEN
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1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 9. New York Islanders; 10. Florida
Panthers; 11. Boston Bruins; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13.
Edmonton Oilers; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. New York
Rangers; 16. Chicago Blackhawks

1. Vegas Golden Knights; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3.
Carolina Hurricanes; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Colorado
Avalanche; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8.
New York Islanders; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 11. Winnipeg Jets; 12. Boston Bruins; 13.
Montreal Canadiens; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. Nashville
Predators; 16. St. Louis Blues

ADAM KIMELMAN

SHAWN P. ROARKE

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3.
Colorado Avalanche; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Florida
Panthers; 6. Carolina Hurricanes; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. Winnipeg Jets; 10. Minnesota Wild;
11. Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. St. Louis Blues; 15. Nashville Predators; 16.
Montreal Canadiens

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. New York Islanders; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8.
Winnipeg Jets; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins;
11. Florida Panthers; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. St. Louis Blues;
14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. Nashville
Predators

ROBERT LAFLAMME

DAN ROSEN

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3.
Washington Capitals; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Florida
Panthers; 6. Colorado Avalanche; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Winnipeg
Jets; 11. Boston Bruins; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Chicago Blackhawks; 15. St. Louis Blues; 16.
Montreal Canadiens

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas
Golden Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington
Capitals; 6. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Florida Panthers; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Winnipeg Jets;
11. Minnesota Wild; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Montreal
Canadiens; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. Nashville Predators;
16. New York Rangers

MIKE G. MORREALE

DAVID SATRIANO

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3.
Washington Capitals; 4. New York Islanders; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. Colorado Avalanche; 7. Florida Panthers; 8.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Winnipeg
Jets; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Boston
Bruins; 14. Nashville Predators; 15. Montreal Canadiens; 16.
St. Louis Blues

1. Vegas Golden Knights; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3.
Colorado Avalanche; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8.
New York Islanders; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Minnesota
Wild; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Winnipeg
Jets; 14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Arizona Coyotes; 16.
Nashville Predators

TRACEY MYERS

MIKE ZEISBERGER

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Washington Capitals; 3. Carolina
Hurricanes; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. New York Islanders; 6.
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Toronto
Maple Leafs; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11.
Winnipeg Jets; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Boston Bruins; 14.
Montreal Canadiens; 15. St. Louis Blues; 16. Nashville
Predators

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3.
Washington Capitals; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Carolina
Hurricanes; 6. Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Boston
Bruins; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13.
Minnesota Wild; 14. St. Louis Blues; 15. Montreal
Canadiens; 16. Nashville Predators

BILL PRICE
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Carolina visits Kane and the Blackhawks
Carolina Hurricanes (23-8-3, third in the Central Division) vs.
Chicago Blackhawks (17-15-5, fifth in the Central Division)
Chicago; Thursday, 8 p.m. EDT
BOTTOM LINE: Patrick Kane and Chicago take on Carolina.
Kane ranks third in the league with 49 points, scoring 13
goals and recording 36 assists.
The Blackhawks are 17-15-5 in division games. Chicago
ranks 15th in the NHL with 29.0 shots per game and is
averaging 2.8 goals.
The Hurricanes are 23-8-3 against the rest of their division.
Carolina is sixth in the Nhl recording 9 points per game,
averaging 3.2 goals and 5.8 assists.
The teams meet for the second straight game.

TOP PERFORMERS: Kane has 49 total points for the
Blackhawks, 13 goals and 36 assists. Alex DeBrincat has 8
points over the last 10 games for Chicago.
Martin Necas leads the Hurricanes with a plus-16 in 31
games this season. Sebastian Aho has six goals and five
assists over the last 10 games for Carolina.
LAST 10 GAMES: Blackhawks: 4-6-0, averaging 2.3 goals,
four assists, 2.9 penalties and 6.1 penalty minutes while
giving up 2.6 goals per game with a .920 save percentage.
Hurricanes: 6-2-2, averaging 2.8 goals, 5.1 assists, three
penalties and six penalty minutes while allowing two goals
per game with a .923 save percentage.
INJURIES: Blackhawks: None listed.
Hurricanes: Teuvo Teravainen: out (concussion), Jake
Gardiner: day to day (back), Petr Mrazek: out (thumb).

Central Division Weekly Roundup: Jockeying for Position at the Top
Despite only losing two games in regulation in March, the
Canes only make up one point on the Panthers and
Lightning.
By Zeke Lukow
1. Carolina Hurricanes: 721 P% (23-8-3) 49 Points
The Canes were unable to take advantage of the Lightning’s
loss to get to first in the Central last night. On the bright side,
the Canes did get center Vincent Trocheck back from injury.
Just take it with a grain of salt that it might take a little bit for
the lines to re-gel.
In Elliotte Friedman’s 31 thoughts, he mentioned that the
Hurricanes had inquired about Travis Harmonic from the
Vancouver Canucks. The move is somewhat confusing to
me as the Canes already have one more defenseman on the
roster than there are positions on the ice. While Harmonic
does play with an edge and is a right-hand shot, with the way
that Jake Bean and Haydn Fleury have been paying it
doesn’t seem like it's worth giving up pieces to add a depth
defenseman.
With a fully healthy lineup, the Canes have a dangerous
team with three great scoring lines. Granted, Teuvo

Teravainen hasn’t shown anything that would point to him
returning soon which could lead the Canes to look for a
winger. At this point, it doesn’t do the Canes a ton of good to
trade prospects for a rental when they already have a
complete roster. Around the deadline, no news could be the
best news for the Canes.
2. Tampa Bay Lightning: .714 P% (24-9-2) 50 Points
Not to make too much out of a situation, but Victor Hedman
missed some time in last night’s loss against the Columbus
Blue Jackets. He was able to return but it will be interesting
to see if anything comes out in the coming days about the
injury. It might be mild, but it could always be a Vincent
Trocheck issue where it comes up after the game. Hedman
has been the league’s best defender this season and it
would be a shame to lose him for any amount of time. Just
something to keep an eye on.
For the first time this season, the Lightning have an official
losing streak which has reached three games. Though they
don’t have anything to worry about, the Panthers and Canes
have kept the pressure on Tampa which has left them tied
with the Panthers and just one point ahead of the Canes in
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third. This streak also marks the first time this season that
Andrei Vasilevskiy has lost two games in a row.
3. Florida Panthers: .694 P% (23-9-4) 50 Points
After struggling last week, the Florida Panthers have turned it
around for three straight wins to re-take second place in the
division. They swept the Dallas Stars and were able to win
their first game against the Detroit Red Wings. Say what you
want about the Red Wings; we are seeing teams lose
against them in crucial moments of the season and the
Panthers have been able to keep it going despite one of the
most catastrophic injuries to their best player, Aaron Ekblad.
Ekblad has a broken leg that will keep him out for 12 weeks
and in the grand scheme of things, it could have been much
worse. Ekblad’s injury is very similar to Dougie Hamilton’s
last season. He was in the middle of a career year with 11
goals and 11 assists. Last night the Panthers also lost
Anthony Duclair for seven to ten days with an upper-body
injury. Duclair has also had a resurgent year playing in the
top six. The Panthers may have to be more aggressive than
they were originally planning at the trade deadline.
4. Nashville Predators: .527 P% (29-17-1) 39 Points
Goaltender Juuse Sarros was named the NHL’s third star of
the week. He saved 80 of the 82 shots faced with a 3-0-0
record and a .976 sv%. His four wins since the start of last
weekend is a big reason that the Predators are part of the
playoff conversation again. The Predators went from around
a 7% chance to make the playoffs to a 30% chance to make
the playoffs in the last week alone. While the Predators were
banking on a rebuild, this could be the impetus to show they
were right that their roster has the right composition.
Now the Predators and GM David Poile have a tough
decision to make looking at the future of both the Predators
and the Central Division. They can continue the strategy of
make the playoffs and anything can happen, but they do
need to look at the future. Next year when the old divisions
are reunited the Predators still must deal with the Colorado
Avalanche, Winnipeg Jets, St Louis Blues and Minnesota
Wild. Are they going to be able to compete with that group
with their current roster?
5. Chicago Blackhawks: .527 P% (17-15-5) 39 Points
The Chicago Blackhawks were thrown a playoff lifeline by
beating the Carolina Hurricanes last night. Their toughest
stretch of the season has seen them go just 5-8-1 and drop
from fourth place to fifth in the division and open up the
fourth spot to the struggling Dallas Stars. In the next month,
they play four games against the Nashville Predators, who
are in fourth and still have four games against both the
Canes and Stars.
The best thing for the Blackhawks is to just maintain the
status quo at the trade deadline. They might not get to the
fourth-best team in this division but they need to be looking
through this year. You can look at a team like the
Philadelphia Flyers who just waived one of their best
defensemen to possibly make a move to get in the top four of
this year’s division without thinking about the future.
Sometimes inactivity is the smartest activity.

6. Columbus Blue Jackets: .486 P% (14-15-8) 36 Points
While in the midst of a now three-way playoff race, the
Columbus Blue Jackets’ win against the Tampa Bay
Lightning seems big. However, it might have come too late.
Columbus’s two losses in a row to Detroit may have doomed
their season at a critical point. With the Dallas Stars and the
Nashville Predators surging, the Blue Jackets have dropped
to just 2% odds to make the playoffs, according to Money
Puck.
It certainly doesn’t seem like Jarmo Kekalainen is happy with
his current team. The GM was quoted “Especially to think
that we played some of our best hockey just before that (vs.
Carolina). To go to Detroit and play like that, get beaten like
that twice in a row, is not good.” It looks increasingly like the
Blue Jackets will move on from John Tortorella at the end of
the season when his contract runs out. There is no need to
fire him and implement an interim if they don’t have anyone
they believe in at the moment.
7. Dallas Stars: .485 P% (11-12-10) 32 Points
With the North Division causing the schedule to run past May
10 to May 11, pushing the original start date of the playoffs
back a day, it would be interesting to see if the NHL would
move any of the Stars’ schedule around. They have an
infamous schedule with their two breaks, maybe the league
could move a game or two around and push the start date of
the playoffs back another day or two. With the initial date
already being breached, what is the harm in pushing it back
again and preserving the health of a team that is in the
running to make the postseason?
The last week was not kind to the Stars. With just one win
they have dropped to second to last in the division. While the
Predators are maintaining the final playoff spot at the
moment, if the Stars were to win all of the games they have
in hand they would still make the playoffs, and it is important
to keep that and the fact that they have had the most
impactful injuries in the division in mind. They are bound to
sneak up on the division and get that fourth spot.
8. Detroit Red Wings: .378 P% (12-21-) 28 Points
Detroit had its first two-game sweep of the season last week
against the Blue Jackets. The last week two weeks have
been their best two-week stretch of their season with a 4-3-0
record. While the Red Wings struggled against the Florida
Panthers, they are generally showing that they still can
compete. The biggest issue with the makeup is their
defensive core. They should be looking at pieces like Shayne
Gostisbehre and even someone like Jake Gardiner to help
their defense in the next couple of years when they are
making their trade deadline trades.
Evgeny Svechnikov has finally seemed to break into the
lineup. He has now played three-straight games just for the
second time this season. On Sunday he finally broke 10
minutes of ice time for the first time since March 4. In the
nine games he has played he has recorded three goals and
two assists, including a game-winning goal. He seems like a
player that should end up getting a larger role after the trade
deadline could see players like Bobby Ryan leave the team.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Slavin, Lorentz post practice
Rod Brind’Amour, Jaccob Slavin and Steven Lorentz spoke
to the media following the Hurricanes’ practice in Chicago
Wednesday.
By Andrew Schnittker
Following a very successful March, the Carolina Hurricanes
will head into the final month of the 2021 season looking to
make a push for the top spot in the Central Division.
Rod Brind’Amour, Steven Lorentz and Jaccob Slavin spoke
to the media after the team’s practice Wednesday, here’s a
full breakdown of everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On Vincent Trocheck: I think he played a really good game,
especially being out for as long as he has. I didn’t expect him
to look like he hasn’t missed a beat. So the question is, am I
going to use him differently? I don’t see myself using him any
differently. Maybe I get him back with that power-play group
and things like that, but he’s on the power play, he’s killing
penalties. I don’t really know how much more I can use him.
It’s nice to know that he feels 100%, and looked like he’s
100%, which is nice.
On Steven Lorentz: He’s looking more and more like an
NHLer. He’s big, strong and skate. Now it’s just a matter of
understanding the NHL game a little bit. I think he’s still got a
ways to learn. But we like the kid, obviously. He fits what
we’re all about, he comes to the rink every day and makes
everybody around him better. It’s just a positive story there. I
think even last night, the first period he got a couple good
chances and I think he’s getting better every night. So that’s
a real pleasant surprise right there.
Jaccob Slavin
On Dougie Hamilton: I think the first that comes to my mind
is offensive capabilities. The guy scores a lot of goals and he
creates a lot of offense. What’s really been eye-opening to
me, is I think last year it really started, is the defensive side
of his game. I think continuing this year is just our shutdown
D and being able to go against the top lines night in and
night out and see him excel on the defensive side of the
game as well.
On Vincent Trocheck: It’s huge. He brings both sides of the
game. Obviously we’ve seen his offensive abilities and the
way he can put the puck in the back of the net. But the
defensive side of his game as well, especially in the D-Zone,
on the PK, winning those draws sets up for success. In the
faceoff circle, he’s good. In the defensive zone, I’ve always,
just skating with him during the summer time, knowing his
stick work on the defensive side of the puck. The little things
that go unnoticed by most people, but you definitely see it
when you’re playing against him. Just having that on our side
is awesome and everything he brings to the team.
On Jaime Faulkner, the Blackhawks’ president of business
operations and his former billet Mom: It’s super cool.
Obviously for women coming into the sport of hockey, it’s
huge on that front. It’s really cool to see her there. As a billet
Mom, she was awesome. She cooked some great meals,
and gave me a loving home to be in while I was in Chicago.

So from that standpoint it was awesome, but then from a
work standpoint, she was always such a hard worker, diligent
in what she did, a great leader of the company she worked
for. She just did it the right way like Roddy always talks
about. It was awesome. It’s really cool to see her in the
position that she’s in now.
Steven Lorentz
On what he’s learned: I’ve learned so much I don’t even
know where to start. There’s a lot of little things that separate
an AHL player from an NHL player. It’s little things like
showing up to the rink and doing things consistently. Your
body just might not be up for it, especially in a season like
this, when it’s tough and you’re pretty much playing every
other day, you really have to find that motivation and that
drive to get up and do those little things right every single
day. We’ve obviously done a good job of that so far. Like I
said, it’s a bit of a weird year, so it’s different for everybody.
But I think our team’s doing a good job coming to the rink
every day with a good mindset. You learn from guys like the
veterans who you lean on for guidance sometimes. And they
pull you aside and talk to you if they notice you struggling. So
just little details about the game, playing in the D-Zone and
the offensive zone. It’s just small, nitpicky things, but those
are the things that add up, and if you want to be successful
in the playoffs, it goes a long way, focusing on those little
details. So we’re going to try to nip those in the bud now,
what we can, and then hopefully we’re primed and ready to
go come playoff time.
On how much the Canes’ veterans have helped him:
Obviously guys like [Jordan Staal] and playing with [Cedric
Paquette], a Stanley Cup Champion last year and [Jordan
Martinook], those guys have obviously played a few hundred
game’s in the league, and [Staal]’s coming up on a thousand.
Every single little detail they do in practice, whether it’s stick
positioning or when they’re heads up and they’re looking to
make plays and stuff like that, I can lean on them for faceoffs
and stuff too.
Playing with guys like [Martinook] and [Paquette], they know
their job, we know our role. We know we’re out there to
create energy and not get too fancy. So positional plays,
whether I’m on the right side of a guy or if I get a stick
position on another guy, they’re good at noticing that, and
they’re really good at helping me out. They’ll pull me aside,
they’ll even show me on video on the bench too. It makes it
so easy when you have guys like that that really care about
the well being of us young guys who have only played a
handful of games in the league. It really helps you get
comfortable and gives you confidence. That’s when you can
really open up and be able to make plays and use the skill
and abilities that got you here.
On Jordan Staal approaching 1,000 games and if he’s still
just as excited for his 24th game: I am. Every day in this
league is a blessing. I’m still so happy to be here and being
able to learn from a guy who’s coming up on 1,000 games.
He’s someone who I looked up to since I was a little guy and
basically watching his first rookie season when they won the
cup that year, I’ve been following him throughout his whole
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career. So it’s pretty cool to be able to just take a step back
from hockey things and be like ‘Look at this guy I get to play
with.’ There are other guys like that in the locker room too. At
the end of the day, they’re all just human beings. They’re all
just guys. So they’re really good at what they do. [Staal]’s

such a great and respected leader in the locker room, so
there are times that I just look over and I’m like ‘Man, it’s
pretty cool that I get to play with a guy like that. I’ve only
played a handful, and hopefully I can get up to 1,000 some
day. That’ll be a dream come true, but one game at a time.

Carolina Hurricanes at Chicago Blackhawks: Game 2 Preview
The Hurricanes will wrap up this two-game set in Chicago
before beginning an eight-game homestand.
By Andrew Schnittker
Carolina Hurricanes (23-8-3) vs. Chicago Blackhawks (1715-5)

Category

Hurricanes

Blackhawks

Penalty Kill % (Rank)

82.5% (8th)

74.1% (27th)

ES Corsi For %

53.08%

46.28%

2021 Regular Season Game 35
Thursday, April 1, 2021 - 8 p.m. ET
United Center — Chicago, IL

ES PDO

100.83

99.99

Watch: NBCSN
Listen: 99.9 The Fan

PIM/Game

07:17

07:01

SBN Opposition: Second City Hockey

Goaltender #1

Follow Canes Country on Social Media
Twitter @CanesCountry
Facebook Canes Country
Instagram @canescountrypix
The Hurricanes will open the month of April looking to
achieve a split in this two-game set in Chicago against the
Blackhawks following a frustrating 2-1 loss Tuesday.
Carolina enjoyed an excellent month of March, losing just
twice in regulation and going 10-2-2 despite not having
Vincent Trocheck for eight games and only having Teuvo
Teravainen for one of them. Trocheck returned to the
Hurricanes’ lineup in Tuesday’s game.

Category

James Reimer

Kevin Lankinen

Record

13-4-1

13-8-4

Save %

0.907

.921

GAA

2.7

2.65

Goaltender #2
Category

Alex Nedeljkovic

Malcolm Subban

Record

8-3-2

4-5-1

Let’s take a look at how the Hurricanes and Blackhawks
match up:

Save %

.927

.903

Vital Statistics

GAA

2.05

3.14

This will be the Canes’ last road game for a hot minute; after
this it’s eight straight at PNC Arena as Carolina looks to
make a push for the top spot in the Central Division.

Category

Hurricanes

Blackhawks

Record

23-8-3

17-15-5

Goals/Game

3.21

2.81

Goals Against/Game

2.50

3.05

Shots/Game

31.82

28.97

Face Off Win %

54.3%

46.4%

Power Play % (Rank)

29.9% (1st)

27.4% (3rd)

Game Notes



The Hurricanes have lost their last two games in
Chicago, they also lost 6-4 there on Feb. 4.



Trocheck made his return to the lineup for the first
time after an eight-game absence and was
noticeable on every shift; Rod Brind’Amour called
him the team’s best player in the game. Trocheck
recorded an assist in that game, and while it’s
technically not a “streak” with the games missed,
he’s recorded at least a point in each of his last
seven games played, with four goals and nine
points in that span.



With Alex Nedeljkovic taking the loss on Monday,
Brind’Amour will likely go back to James Reimer in
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net for this one. Reimer is 2-1-0 with a .855 save
percentage and 3.59 goals-against average in three
starts against Chicago this season.



Dougie Hamilton’s point streak ended at 14 games
Monday, but he still remains one twine tickler away
from a milestone: His next goal will be his 100th in
the NHL.



There’s no doubt Patrick Kane is a dangerous
player and he’s been on a tear of late, extending his

point streak to five games with an assist against the
Hurricanes on Monday. He sits third in the league
with 49 points this season.



Kevin Lankinen, who stymied the Hurricanes
Monday in net for Chicago, has also been on a roll
of late with a 3-1-0 record, one shutout, .958 save
percentage and 1.52 goals-against average in his
last four games.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-carolina-hurricanes-chicago-blackhawks/c-323123918
https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-april-1/c-323120036
https://apnews.com/article/martin-necas-sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-chicago-nhl-2e706975291643278067ef2ad40fd20c
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/31/22360141/central-division-weekly-roundup-jockeying-for-position-at-the-top
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/31/22360820/rod-brindamour-jaccob-slavin-steven-lorentz-carolina-hurricanes
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/1/22361274/carolina-hurricanes-at-chicago-blackhawks-game-2-preview-4-1-2021
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It might not be the most eventful trade deadline szn of all time, but April
12 is quickly approaching, and we might as well enjoy it.
Hurricanes general manager and president Don Waddell recently told
The Athletic that while the team won’t go out of their way this season to
acquire a rental player like it might have in the past, there are a few
possibilities on the table.
What might they look like, and what else is up with the Canes recently?
Welcome to the Extra Special Trade Deadline Bag of Jerks.
Don Waddell has said he’s looking for hockey trades like Brady Skjei and
Vincent Trocheck. This probably means salary out for salary in, as well
as looking at someone with term. So with that in mind and the possibility
of three hopefully pretty good goalies, what do you think a player like that
might look like? (Btw I’m not sold on acquiring RHD when we have
multiple players that can play there) — Matt M.
Where’d you hear that, Matt?
First of all, yes, Waddell said he doesn’t
think the Canes necessarily want to be in the rental business this season

due to revenue uncertainties. That said, at the right price, I don’t think
they’d totally rule it out closer to the deadline. That’s why, as The
Athletic’s Pierre LeBrun reported, they discussed potentially going after
former captain Eric Staal.
He’s off the table now, traded to the Canadiens, and let’s assume the
Canes really aren’t in the high-price rental business — so someone like
Taylor Hall would be out. Also, Trocheck returned to the lineup Tuesday
night, and the Hurricanes and their league-best power play had been
doing fine even without him, so I think they will look at him as an “ownrental” on offense — and I’d agree that’s the best course of action unless
a truly irresistible deal came up for adding scoring help.
Now, as for the right-handed defenseman, I agree the Hurricanes don’t
urgently need one. And, as Waddell said, “It’s not like (we’re) going to
trade Dougie Hamilton at the deadline.” But this Hurricanes squad is built
around defense, you can almost count on losing a defenseman in the
expansion draft after the season, and Hamilton’s contract negotiations
could go either way at this point. So if we’re going for likelihood over
personal opinion, I do think this is what they’d look to acquire, a biggername right-handed defenseman.
That said, HOT TAKE ALERT: I think it would be prudent to basically
keep this group together but be open to anything that could give them an
extra punch in any position.
Did you find anything concerning with Dougie’s response to his contract
talks the other day? Or just Dougie being Dougie? — James F.
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I’m glad you bring this up, James, because I thought the general reaction
to what he said was a little overblown.
He said: “I haven’t really been thinking about it too much. Just trying to
play hockey. We had lots of time to talk already so it is what it is at this
point. It’s not really on my mind. We’ll figure it out after the season. I
wasn’t part of it the last couple of months. I’ve just been trying to focus on
hockey and winning games and that’s what I’ll keep doing.”
Yeah. That’s been the plan.
It’s not like he walked into the Zoom interview delivering this as an
opening statement. He was asked about it, and what he said sounded
reflective of a normal big contract negotiation to me. To my knowledge,
both sides decided to table these talks until the season is over. Again,
that’s very normal in this situation, especially for a Cup contender
#inapandemic.
I’m not saying a deal is anywhere close to done, and I’m not
guaranteeing that it will get done. But Hamilton’s comments didn’t raise
any red flags to me.
Looking back at trade deadline moves from the past few Stanley Cup
champions, What did they do (or not) that worked out for them? Can you
provide some historical context? — Ross P.
The NHL is a copycat league almost to a fault, so it’s always fun to go
back a few years at the deadline and reflect on what worked and what
didn’t.
You just made me remember when I was covering the Bruins and they
acquired Rick Nash at the deadline. Everyone was so excited and
wanted it to work out so bad, but unfortunately, he sustained another
concussion that would eventually lead to his retirement, and the Bruins
were ultimately left empty-handed.
Obviously, you can’t predict something like that, but that’s the understood
risk you take every time you take on a pricier rental at the deadline. That
risk is even higher this season with no promise of extra playoff revenue
and with lost money in general, so I’m not necessarily expecting teams to
go as big as usual, but you don’t have to look back far to find evidence of
a move that worked out: Tampa Bay acquiring Blake Coleman last
season from the Devils for prospect Nolan Foote and a 2020 first-round
draft pick.
That was an ideal trade deadline acquisition, to me, and I’ll tell you why:
It subtracted nothing from the actual locker room and didn’t add too
much, either, but added enough of exactly what the team needed. It’s
tough to swallow a first-rounder and a top prospect, but the Lightning had
been the most obvious Cup contender for several years and had enough
playoff experience to know they needed exactly what Coleman could
provide.
The trade deadline is not a time to do anything to threaten the chemistry
of an already good team — you can figure that out in the offseason. The
Lightning were able to find a rare opportunity to improve the roster
without messing with it. I think this is what Waddell is talking about when
he says he’s looking for a “hockey trade,” but I know he doesn’t want to
give up too many future assets.
A few other recent deadline trades that might not have led to
championships but stick out as successes:
• The actual Robin Lehner-to-Vegas trade was a mess, but it was always
clear Vegas would come out on top.
THE LEHNER TO VEGAS TRADE WAS ACTUALLY A THREE-WAY
TRADE BETWEEN CHICAGO, TORONTO, AND VEGAS
THE EASIEST WAY TO SHOW THE RESULT IS USING A PICTURE
OF OUR TRADE ENGINE: PIC.TWITTER.COM/MBFUY1UMLH
— CAPFRIENDLY (@CAPFRIENDLY) FEBRUARY 24, 2020

• You’ll also recall the 2019 trade that gave the Golden Knights Mark
Stone from the Senators for Erik Brännström, Oscar Lindberg and a 2020
second-round pick.
Any word on the team getting vaccinated, and how that would work with
a tight schedule? — Jason D.
Funny you should ask that because I literally just asked Rod
Brind’Amour. I saw our Lightning reporter Joe Smith tweeting about some
Lightning players getting vaccinated and said I’ve been seeing it start
around the league. Brind’Amour said: “I don’t know about the scheduling
issue. There’s nothing I can really comment on, other than once it gets
rolling out, we’ll definitely be in line for it.”
I totally understand this response, FWIW.
If the Canes are intent on trading for a right-shot defenseman as Waddell
stated in your interview, then who do you think are their targets, and who
gets scratched in that situation? — Ethan J.
Well, Elliotte Friedman reported earlier this week that the Canes checked
in on Travis Hamonic, but that might be a non-starter, as he’s trying to
stay in Western Canada for family reasons. I’ll admit I did a double take
when the Flyers placed Shayne Gostisbehere on waivers Tuesday, but
he’s a left-hand shot and probably too hefty a contract to take on without
eating something else at the moment.
As for who is benched, I’d imagine it will be a case-to-case scenario, like
the one the Canes currently have unfolding — if they even make a trade.
Is James Reimer really as bad as people act like he is? I feel like he gets
way too much hate for a dude who hasn’t lost that many games. — Kelly
H.
No, he isn’t bad. I think he’s been consistent for the Canes in some pretty
inopportune situations. He’s just a textbook, completely serviceable and
safe NHL backup goalie, whereas Alex Nedeljkovic is someone who has
been hyped up (accurately) as a potential starter — a solution to an
ongoing problem, not a band-aid. I understand the slight overexaggeration of Nedeljkovic’s performance and under-exaggeration of
Reimer’s, although Nedeljkovic *does* have an edge.
There’s also that Waddell said a goalie could be a trade chip. If Reimer
ends up getting the Canes a solid return, I’m sure fans will look back on
his run with the team quite fondly.
Under the assumption that Jake Bean will get drafted by Seattle in the
expansion draft, could you see the canes moving him out as to not lose
him for nothing? — Drew M.
Well, by this logic, wouldn’t Seattle drafting him in the expansion draft
actually not be losing him for nothing? If the Hurricanes don’t have him,
then they’ll have to give up somebody else.
But I get what you’re saying. I’ve mentioned a few times now that I think
the Canes might actually protect him based on his current performance
and/or whatever ends up happening with Hamilton.
What are the chances of rolling with an 11 forward, seven defenseman
roster like the 05-06 team? Obviously depending on Jake Gardiner and
Teuvo Teravainen’s health? — Daniel N.
Well, Daniel, that has definitely sounded intriguing over the past few
months at certain times and even last season, considering the wealth of
NHL defensemen the Hurricanes have. When they’ve actually attempted
it, though, it hasn’t been too successful. I remember distinctly Haydn
Fleury playing one shift of an entire game when they were attempting
this. No one was happy.
It just seems a little too disorganized, and the Hurricanes are a little too
stacked up front. I also feel like if they were going to do it, they would
have attempted it more consistently by now.
Top three players you’d want to hang out with for a beer or two? I’m
assuming Jordan Martinook is at or near the top of the list, but who else
makes the cut? — Eric V.
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I’d go back to Calvin de Haan’s brewery any day of the week.

Dogwood or Cornerstone? — Logan S.

With March Madness going on and the Frozen Four coming up, it feels
like a good time to ask, …What do you think are the chances one of the
triangle areas schools start a Division I hockey program within the next
10 or 20 years? — Jim S.

No.
The Athletic LOADED: 04.01.2021
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As much as I would love to see Division I hockey in the triangle, I have to
be honest with you: I’m not optimistic.
I have a background working in college hockey. I grew up in Boston
around it and went to Penn State as it was transitioning from a club team
to D-I. It costs millions and millions and millions of dollars, and you don’t
make much of anything back on it like you would with football or
basketball. There basically has to be a really rich donor who would have
a reason to do it — like Terry Pegula was an investor in Penn State
because he went there and felt it had a perfect environment for college
hockey, which it did, and he committed over $100 million. It had to be
state of the art, it had to be the best to get recruits there.
Welp, at least the Pegulas have Penn State hockey going for them these
days…
But the essential question becomes: Who would be that donor for a
triangle team? Then: Who would they even play?
Unfortunately, it’s a very complicated and non-financially rewarding
endeavor.
Nino Niederreiter seems to be having a good season so far. What do you
think is the difference for him this season compared to the last one? —
Chris F.
Confidence. And, of course, playing with Sebastian Aho and Martin
Necas, but mostly the confidence.
Hockey is weird.
I know Waddell wants hockey trades and not rentals. But isn’t this year
ideal for rentals, between Seattle taking someone, and giant raises for
Andrei Svechnikov and Hamilton next year, and the plethora of players
we have hurt but expect to be healthy for the future? How is this year not
picture perfect for a rental? — Matthew N.
I actually brought this up to Waddell when we were talking about it,
because I had the same thought process as you. But instead of what’s
theoretically ideal, we have to think about it from an owner’s standpoint,
knowing the Canes are losing a ton of money and don’t know how much
they will ultimately lose or when the bleeding will stop. It’s ideal in the
context of the cap and the hockey world — especially the new flat cap.
But anything that isn’t a longer-term investment becomes a tougher sell
to an owner right now, especially in a smaller market. It isn’t totally out of
question, but it’s a tougher sell than in years past, when if you made the
playoffs you’d automatically be paid back for that player and then some.
There are more questions that need to be asked from a business
standpoint.
How does Teravainen’s absence affect the team’s willingness and/or
desire to make a move as the deadline approaches, and how badly is his
presence missed in the locker room and interviews? — Dylan D.
We all know Teuvo is up there with my favorite people to interview. I just
think he’s hilarious, but you need to be in-person to truly capture his
essence. He has one of the most expressive faces of all time by having
one of the least expressive faces of all time. He’s just not here for the
fluff. So his absence is DEEPLY affecting my own personal morale,
thanks for asking. As for the team, though, the Canes have established
themselves as one of the deepest teams in the league, as they showed
with Niederreiter, Aho and Necas picking up scoring while Trocheck was
out. I think this might be a slightly different conversation if Teravainen
and Trocheck were both out, but I don’t think it’s too dire of a situation
right now where they have to sell the farm. Puck don’t lie. But, as is
becoming the theme of this mailbag, anything is possible for the right
price.

Chicago Blackhawks’ Stan Bowman named U.S. Olympic team GM for
2022 Beijing Games

By PHIL THOMPSON

Stan Bowman will get a chance to assemble another hockey dream
team, only this one will be decked out in red, white and blue instead of
red and black — and will be chasing a gold medal instead of a Stanley
Cup.
The Blackhawks president of hockey operations was named general
manager of the 2022 U.S. men’s Olympic hockey team Wednesday, and
the Minnesota Wild’s Bill Guerin was tapped as assistant GM.
Bowman and Guerin will have a chance to choose from a “very deep
pool” of talented Americans in the NHL to compete in the Winter Games
in Beijing.
“We’ve got a lot of talent, and that’s the exciting part,” Bowman said. “It’s
going to be some difficult decisions.
“Once we choose the coach and have a staff in place and we can have
them as part of the conversations, the identity of the team will come
forward. But without question this is the deepest pool of players we’ve
had, so we have a lot of options in choosing the team.”
Blackhawks general manager Stan Bowman, left, watches practice July
13, 2020, at Fifth Third Arena.
Some names that have been tossed out as likely candidates by pundits
include the Toronto Maple Leafs’ Auston Matthews, the Hawks’ Patrick
Kane and Winnipeg Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck. Some projected
rosters have included Kane’s Hawks linemate Alex DeBrincat.
But first a hurdle: ensuring that NHL players will be available to
participate in the Olympics. That has to be negotiated by the league,
union, International Olympic Committee and International Ice Hockey
Federation.
“The NHL continues to be in conversations,” said Pat Kelleher, executive
director of USA Hockey. I won’t speak for that exactly where it is.”
GM Stan Bowman is ‘doing a lot of listening,’ but the Chicago
Blackhawks’ abundant cap space and playoff prospects won’t affect his
trade deadline strategy »
If the NHL’s participation doesn’t happen, assistant executive director of
hockey operations John Vanbiesbrouck would move to Plan B, which
likely would involve leadership from amateur circles instead of Bowman
and Guerin.
“We will have to adjust accordingly,” Vanbiesbrouck said. “As far as this
type of year, we know that everything’s fluid.”
But Kelleher remained optimistic about having NHL players, saying,
“We’re planning along that path.”
Bowman has been involved with the Hawks for 19 years, presided over
three Stanley Cup championships and served on U.S. Men’s National
Team advisory group since 2012, and he helped pick players and staff
for past national teams.
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Bowman co-managed Team North America at the 2016 World Cup of
Hockey with Peter Chiarelli, and Bowman said he learned something
about assembling players from that tournament.
He and Chiarelli were worried at the beginning that they didn’t have a
goaltender with NHL experience, but by the end of the process they had
three: John Gibson, Matt Murray and Hellebuyck. The U.S. had plenty of
forwards to choose from, but Matthews, who had yet to play in the NHL,
just popped at the IIHF World Championship in Russia.
“I’m over there and I’m watching, and Peter Chiarelli, had he called and
asked how it was going, and I said, ‘You’ve got to see that kid, he’s
unbelievable.’ We’re not going to be able to leave him off the team,”
Bowman said. “He’s that good.’
“It just goes to show players change and more than ever it’s a young
person’s game. That bodes well for the decisions we have to make.”
Guerin added that he and Bowman have discussed building profiles on
potential players and staff.
“He just really believes in a collaborative model, like he said, leaning on
other GMs in the league that have been here before and can help us,”
said Guerin, a three-time Olympian and silver medalist at the 2002 Salt
Lake City Games. “Really making it a team effort.”
Between now and when the U.S. roster is named around Jan. 1,
Bowman and Guerin will be juggling their Olympic duties with their day
jobs. Bowman said he has the full support from Rocky and Danny Wirtz,
the chairman and CEO, respectively, of the Hawks.
“They’re totally behind this,” Bowman said. “I’m going to lean on a lot of
other people, both internally here at the Blackhawks — we have a very
capable staff that I’m going to certainly rely on their input — but even for
the Olympic team.
“Bill and I are in prominent roles, but it’s not a two-man show.”
Chicago Tribune LOADED: 04.01.2021
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Blackhawks GM Stan Bowman will serve as GM of 2022 U.S. Olympic
hockey team

By Ben Pope@BenPopeCST Mar 31, 2021, 5:22pm CDT

Bowman will remain the Hawks’ acting GM while doubling as the Olympic
team GM.
But his time will be spread more thin than it already is, leaving more work
for others in the Hawks’ front office, during the coming offseason and
2021-22 NHL season.
“[There’s] no question it’s going to be a challenge,” he said. “I’m going to
lean now on other people . . . internally here at the Blackhawks. We have
a very capable staff and I’m going to rely on their input going forward.
Hawks CEO Danny Wirtz issued a statement Wednesday to
“congratulate Stan on this exciting opportunity and look forward to having
him serve in both capacities.” Bowman thanked the Wirtz family for being
“totally behind” his venture.
Bowman’s selection as Olympic team GM is dependent on NHL player
participation, however.
In 2010 and 2014, then-NHL GMs Brian Burke (Maple Leafs) and David
Poile (Predators), respectively, served in this role. But in 2018, when
NHL players did not participate, USA Hockey did not select an NHLaffiliated GM or coach.
USA Hockey executive director Pat Kelleher said he’ll turn to “Plan B” for
the GM role if the NHL ends up not participating again in 2022, but all
indications are that the league will allow players to go to Beijing.
“We’re hopeful and remain optimistic,” Kelleher said. “We haven’t made a
final determination yet. We know there’s a lot of work to be done.”
Delaying negotiations between the NHL, NHL Players Association,
International Ice Hockey Federation and International Olympic
Committee is the presence of the rescheduled Summer Olympics coming
up in July and August in Tokyo, which is understandably preoccupying
the IOC, Kelleher said.
But given the expectation of NHL involvement, Bowman said his
coaching search will specifically consider coaches with NHL experience,
although that “still is a wide candidate pool.”
Then he’ll turn his focus to players, with the final roster expected to be
announced around Jan. 1, 2022. He’ll almost certainly select one man
from the Hawks: Patrick Kane is considered a slam-dunk choice, while
Alex DeBrincat and even Connor Murphy could also be in the mix.
The pool of player talent Bowman will choose from is arguably the largest
and best any U.S. GM has ever enjoyed, which will make his job harder
but — in the end — potentially more rewarding.
He traces it all back to that moment in 1980 that he watched from his
grandmother’s lap.

When Stan Bowman was 6, he watched as the U.S. Olympic men’s
hockey team stunned the Soviet Union in what became known as the
“Miracle on Ice.”
“I was sitting on my grandma’s lap watching the Olympics unfold,” he
said Wednesday. At the time, I loved hockey, I was excited, I was
watching, [but] I thought it was just another game or another tournament.
I really didn’t appreciate the backdrop and the significance of that
victory.”

“Over time, I’ve come to see the context of that team in 1980 and what it
really meant for hockey development across the United States,” he said.
“Here we are, [41] years later, and we’ve seen the tremendous growth of
our sport. That’s something that really is exciting for me to see and be
part of.”
Chicago Sun Times LOADED: 04.01.2021
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Forty-one years later, Bowman — the Blackhawks general manager
since 2009 — retains that specific memory.
And one year from now, having been named GM of the U.S. men’s
hockey team on Wednesday, he’ll hope to guide the team to its first gold
medal since that 1980 miracle.

Adam Boqvist’s accelerating development a bright spot in Blackhawks’
downturn

He’ll be assisted by current Wild GM Bill Guerin, a three-time Olympian
as a player. Together, Bowman and Guerin will select the team’s coach,
flesh out its roster and oversee the group throughout the 2022 Winter
Olympics in Beijing in February.

By Ben Pope@BenPopeCST Mar 31, 2021, 6:30am CDT

“I’m humbled and honored for this role,” Bowman said. “I can’t wait to get
started.”

Adam Boqvist’s playing time for the Blackhawks has increased lately.
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The Blackhawks’ play has been so poor in recent weeks that it has been
difficult for some of the team to stay positive.
But Adam Boqvist’s jovial, fun-loving personality has proven immune to
discouragement.

through his first 19 games this season, Boqvist has handled almost 20
minutes per game over his last seven appearances — including 23:08 on
March 20 and 21:56 on Sunday.
All the while, Boqvist’s optimism continues to push him forward.

“I’m always having a smile on my face when I come into the locker room,”
Boqvist said Tuesday. “I feel like everyone is happy. We’re in a great
position right now. We’re not 10 points behind the playoffs. We’re in the
race and it’s fun. We have to enjoy the moment.”

“I come to the rink and [aim to] be one day better, not one day older,” he
said. “I’m just going to keep working.”

That perspective on the season’s stretch run, especially considering the
Hawks’ youth, is important to keep in mind. The fact the team is
contending at all is a surprise; they should indeed try to enjoy and make
the most of it.
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How Hawks' defenseman Boqvist earned Colliton's trust

Boqvist is certainly doing that personally.
The 20-year-old Swedish defenseman has been one of the Hawks’ few
bright spots in March. His development curve — frustratingly slow and
jagged during his rookie season — has greatly accelerated in his second
season.
Coach Jeremy Colliton carried on for several minutes Tuesday with his
praise for Boqvist.
“He’s doing a really good job of getting body position and putting himself
in a position to get stops, to win loose pucks, to defend by working to
stay on the [defensive] side [of opposing players] and using his skating to
get through hands,” Colliton said. “When he does that, it creates
opportunities for him to make plays in transition, and that’s where we
think he’s really strong.
“Obviously there’s more there, but he’s improved a lot. With that
confidence on the defensive side, it’s really helped his offensive game,
too, because he’s comfortable. He’s got some swagger to him. He’s
made a lot of plays for quite a long stretch of games here.”
The Hawks are 3-5-0 with a 45.2% on-ice shot attempt ratio in their last
seven games, but Boqvist’s results are the opposite: he has an on-ice
shot attempt differential above at least 43% in all eight games and above
50% in five.
Boqvist’s defensive improvement has been noticeable beyond statistics,
too.
He has learned how to neutralize NHL-caliber players and read NHLlevel plays, identifying where the puck will go — rather than where it
currently is — and positioning himself in the correct spot to disrupt it. He
memorably broke up several two-on-one rushes in the Stars and
Lightning series.
His offseason decision to switch his defensive tactics and emphasize
positioning and stick usage rather than body contact when engaging
opponents has also helped.
There have been some hiccups, such as when he left the front of the net
and still allowed a centering pass to get through for the Predators’ first
goal Saturday.
But every Hawks defenseman has made mistakes — Boqvist at least has
committed fewer than most. His on-ice scoring chance ratio this season
is actually best among all Hawks defensemen by a significant margin.
On the offensive end, Boqvist may not yet be the dynamic playmaker
some expected, but he’s making more and more crafty plays.
And Colliton wasn’t kidding about that blossoming swagger.
“From last year, I’ve been better overall out there,” Boqvist said. “I feel
comfortable. And obviously when the coaches trust you, it makes you
more confident. You want to be out there when the game is on the line.
You want to be the guy.”
The coaching staff’s faith in Boqvist has manifested in his playing time.
After averaging 16:13 of ice time per game as a rookie, then 16:39

John Dietz

For any young hockey player -- no matter where they're drafted or how
impressive they looked in another league -- earning their NHL coach's
trust can be a tall order.
Mistakes will be made. Goals allowed. Games lost.
It's all part of the process -- one you hope builds a player's confidence
and doesn't crush it.
A slew of Blackhawks defensemen are currently traveling through this
phase, but there's one who has apparently come out the other side and is
on the cusp of becoming a true difference-maker on a nightly basis.
And that's Adam Boqvist, who has seen his playing time soar over the
past month.
"He's earned the trust," said coach Jeremy Colliton. "Give all the credit to
him. He's done a great job where we want to have him out there in big
situations.
"I mean he's killing a penalty the other night and did a good job. He
looked comfortable and made the right read. That's fun to watch."
Boqvist, still only 20 years old, has displayed plenty of offensive potential
with 6 goals and 21 assists in 67 career games.
But like most coaches, Colliton is about defending first.

From that standpoint, it's definitely been a work in progress for Boqvist,
who was exposed during the Hawks' five-game playoff series with Vegas
last year. From ending up on the wrong side of the puck to pushing too
deep into the offensive zone to simply being outraced to the net, Boqvist
found out just how disciplined you must be against the league's top
players.
"We don't mind it when guys go through adversity," Colliton said. "We've
got to help them through it (and) not let it push them off course. But going
through hard times and coming through it makes you stronger in the end.
That's probably been the case for him."
There have still been hiccups this season, but they are happening less
often as Boqvist's defensive instincts improve.
A good example came late in the first period against the Hurricanes on
Tuesday when Boqvist deflected a pass intended for a charging Steven
Lorentz, then blocked a point-blank shot by Jaccob Slavin two seconds
later. Plays like that were a big reason the game remained scoreless
after a first period in which the Hawks were outshot 13-5.
Then, early in the second period, Boqvist did a nice job getting his team
back into the offensive zone while on the power play. That smooth
transition led to the Hawks' first goal as Patrick Kane stole the puck in
front of the net and fed Alex DeBrincat at 15:58.
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On Boqvist's next shift, he took a pass from DeBrincat, walked down the
middle of the ice and fired a shot that hit the crossbar.
This kind of well-rounded play is a big reason Boqvist's average ice time
has gone from 16:39 in his first 19 games to 19:36 in the last seven.
"I feel from last year I've been better overall out there," Boqvist said. "I
feel comfortable. And obviously when the coaches trust you, it makes
you more confident. You want to be out there when the game is on the
line."
Still, Boqvist's far from the finished product, as he showed early in the
first period of a 3-1 loss to Nashville on Saturday when he decided to
close in on Viktor Arvidsson below the goal line. That left Ryan Johansen
wide open in front of the net, and Johansen wound up with an easy tap-in
off a perfect feed from Arvidsson.
"You're going to make mistakes," Boqvist said. "But it goes so fast so you
have to make a read, go on your instincts. I thought that guy in front of
the net was blocked off, but obviously I didn't read right and it ended up
in the back of the net. ... I have to forget about that and look forward and
do my best out there."
Colliton, for one, expects the best is yet to come.

4. After missing Sunday's game because of the birth of his child, Dylan
Strome scored the first goal to put his team in front 1-0 just 29 seconds
into the middle frame. Stick-tap to Mattias Janmark, who had the
awareness to pick up the puck for Strome, who will presumably save it
for his new baby girl.
Dad Power: Dylan Strome scores after missing Sunday’s game because
of the birth of his child. #Blackhawks pic.twitter.com/ZJNfOtJEPr—
Charlie Roumeliotis (@CRoumeliotis) March 31, 2021
5. Patrick Kane went into this game with eight points (three goals, five
assists) in the first three contests against Carolina. He got on the
scoresheet again with a primary assist on Alex DeBrincat's power-play
goal, but it was his takeaway on Brett Pesce that was the highlight of the
play.
What a takeaway by Patrick Kane, who finds Alex DeBrincat for his 19th
goal of the season. #Blackhawks pic.twitter.com/bxl8kqtons— Charlie
Roumeliotis (@CRoumeliotis) March 31, 2021
6. With the goal, DeBrincat tallied his 19th of the season in his 33rd
game. He had 18 goals in 70 games last season, which means it took
him only 37 games to surpass that total this season. Such an impressive
bounce-back campaign for The Cat.

"Obviously everyone can see his growing confidence with the puck and
making plays," he said. "Where it was every other game or every third
game (that) you'd see the flashes ... now it's every night, multiple times.
...

7. It was a very tight-checking third period. The Blackhawks and
Hurricanes combined for only five shots on goal through the first 13
minutes and finished with 11 total. That's the kind of shutdown effort the
Blackhawks' coaching staff likes to see when protecting a lead against
one of the league's best teams.

"We're happy with him But at same time ... we've got to keep pushing
him. There's a lot more there."

8. The Blackhawks generated only three high-danger chances during 5on-5 play, which is tied for their third-fewest in a game this season.

Hawks add defenseman:

9. The Hurricanes rank No. 2 in the league with a faceoff win percentage
of 54.0. The Blackhawks rank No. 27 with a win percentage of 46.7. The
Blackhawks had a tough night at the dot, losing 41 of 64 draws for a win
percentage of only 35.9. Jordan Staal won 13 straight faceoffs and
finished 18 of 21 for Carolina. Kirby Dach lost all eight of his. Dylan
Strome won seven of eight and led the way for Chicago.

The Hawks signed defenseman Isaak Phillips to a three-year, entry-level
deal. The 6-foot-3, 195-pounder was taken in the fifth round of the 2020
draft. He has 2 goals and 4 assists in 14 gams for Rockford this season.
Daily Herald Times LOADED: 04.01.2021
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10 observations: Blackhawks steal win from Hurricanes

10. Dougie Hamilton had his point streak snapped at 14 games. It's the
longest point streak by a defenseman since Shayne Gostisbehere
recorded at least one point in 15 straight games during the 2015-16
campaign.
Comcast SportsNet.com LOADED: 04.01.2021
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BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS

The Blackhawks defeated the Carolina Hurricanes 2-1 on Tuesday at the
United Center.
Here are 10 observations from the win:
1. The Blackhawks certainly did not play their best after tying a seasonlow with 16 shots on goal, but they will happily take the two points after
coming up empty during their weekend series against Nashville.
Columbus also beat Tampa Bay in regulation, which made the two points
even more valuable for the Blackhawks with 19 games left in the season.
2. Kevin Lankinen looked a little shaky to start and struggled with
rebound control, but he settled down and was one of the reasons the
Blackhawks weren't trailing early. He stopped the first 22 shots he faced
and finished with 31 saves on 32 shots for a save percentage of .969. His
only goal against went off Wyatt Kalynuk's knee and in.
3. The Blackhawks were extremely fortunate to get out of the first period
in a 0-0 tie. It could have been a disaster if they didn't. The Hurricanes
dominated in shot attempts (25-14), shots on goal (13-5), scoring
chances (11-3) and high-danger chances (7-0), according to Natural Stat
Trick.

As Ben Bishop nears a return, Stars GM Jim Nill sheds light on the future
of Dallas’ goalie situation

By Matthew DeFranks1:47 PM on Mar 31, 2021 CDT

In seven more games, the Stars and general manager Jim Nill will know
where they stand at the April 12 trade deadline, whether they will be
adding for a playoff push or subtracting to reset next season.
Either way, it doesn’t seem like the team’s goaltending will be on the
move.
“That’s going to be more of a summer situation,” Nill said Wednesday
morning. “We’ll monitor that as we go forward. I wouldn’t say that
goaltending is something we’re thinking we’re going to do something at
the deadline right now.”
The Stars crease could become crowded in the last month of the regular
season, with Ben Bishop returning from offseason knee surgery to join
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Anton Khudobin and rookie Jake Oettinger. Bishop has begun skating
again, but a firm timeline for his return isn’t set.
“Now he’s got to get into the goaltending position, there’s a lot of up and
down and real quick reactions,” Nill said. “That’s the next process he’s
got to go through. Is he two weeks, three weeks, four weeks away? I
don’t know. We’re just going to monitor that and see how it goes.”
Oettinger, meanwhile, has proved capable during his first NHL season,
posting a .909 save percentage and 2.34 goals against average across
17 games. At one point this year, he started four straight games, and
seemed to move past Khudobin on the depth chart.
His quick development is a huge positive for the Stars in the long term.
While his first season hasn’t been perfect (rebounds have been too loose
at times, and extra time has been a struggle), Oettinger is ahead of
schedule for where the Stars thought he would be.
“He’s come in and done a great job,” Nill said. “I think he’s grabbed the
situation of being at this level, understanding what it takes. The work
ethic is there, he’s had a chance to work with [coach] Jeff Reese on
goaltending. He’s worked with Ben Bishop and Dobby, they’ve helped
him along. I think he’s done a great job.”
In the short term, Oettinger’s play will force the Stars to do some juggling
in net.
When Bishop comes back, he will be the No. 1 goaltender. Khudobin and
Oettinger have been serviceable, but will not be starting over a Vezinacaliber goaltender, even one coming off knee surgery. The Stars could
rotate three goalies, opting to play Oettinger every now and then rather
than have him sit on the taxi squad or play in the AHL.
“We have plans in place, but those change every day, either because of
the injuries or COVID results,” Nill said. “You never know. We’ll monitor
that as we go. Put it this way: It’d be a good problem to have if you’ve got
all three guys back.”
Khudobin’s future is the murkiest.
He will be exposed in this summer’s expansion draft, as Bishop has a no
movement clause and Oettinger is not eligible. Even with the down year
this season, Khudobin may be the most attractive piece for the Kraken to
take (unless they’re already set at goaltender with Brayden Holtby or
Jake Allen or Antti Raanta). It would be nice for Seattle to take Khudobin
off the Stars’ hands, clearing a path for Oettinger and removing the final
two years of his $3.333 million cap hit.
But the Stars can’t rely on Seattle doing that, especially if they decide to
poach a forward like Jason Dickinson or Joe Pavelski from the Stars. So
might the Stars want to trade Khudobin instead? Plenty of teams need
goaltending, but the complicating factors of the pandemic (league
protocols regarding travel plus financial restrictions from owners) and the
expansion draft could make it tough for Dallas to find a trading partner in
a couple weeks.
Nill said the current six-game road trip through Nashville, Carolina and
Chicago will dictate which direction the team wants to go at the trade
deadline, whether buying or selling.
“When we come out of this trip, it’ll be close to the deadline on April 12th
and we’ll know where we’re sitting pretty well by then,” Nill said. “The
games are going by fast, we’re playing every second day, so we’ll have a
good feel of where our team’s at. And then also, over this next week, 10
days, have a good feel of where the league’s at.”
The Stars have options if they choose to become sellers. Jamie Oleksiak,
Blake Comeau and Andrew Cogliano are on expiring contracts. Esa
Lindell’s no movement clause kicks in next season. John Klingberg is the
team’s most attractive trade chip.
While shipping out rentals at the trade deadline is often the least messy
move, Nill said his options aren’t limited to small deals.

“You never know, is there going to be a hockey trade that makes sense
for both teams?” Nill said. “We’re open to anything, and I think that’s what
teams are trying to figure out right now.”
Dallas Morning News LOADED: 04.01.2021
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Injured Stars: Tyler Seguin close to practicing; Roope Hintz, Alexander
Radulov face possible surgery

By Matthew DeFranks1:35 PM on Mar 31, 2021 CDT

Injured Stars forward Tyler Seguin is close to practicing with the rest of
the team, general manager Jim Nill said Wednesday morning.
Seguin has been skating on his own for three weeks at the team’s
practice facility in Frisco, rehabbing from hip surgery on Nov. 2 to repair a
torn labrum. Seguin has not played this season, but Nill said the team
almost sent Seguin on its current six-game road trip through Nashville,
Carolina and Chicago.
“His next step now is to get on the ice with the team,” Nill said. “He was
close to joining the team on this trip, but we thought it was better for him
to stay back in Frisco, work with our training staff back there, work on
more specific things.”
Dealing with injured players on the road is much more difficult than at
home this season. The Stars practiced Wednesday, but full team
practices on the road have been rare. Visiting teams also may not even
have access to ice every day on the road.
At the Comerica Center in Frisco, the Stars have space for Seguin to
rehab and ice for him to skate on every day.
“When we get back off this trip, he should be available to start skating
with the team,” Nill said. “That’ll decide what his time frame is. Once he
gets with the team, starts skating into battles and that, we’ll have a good
feel for where he’s at.”
The Stars return from their current trip after playing the Blackhawks on
April 8, but — thanks to an afternoon game and a weekend back-to-back
— may not skate as a team until April 13. Nill said the idea would be for
Seguin to skate with the taxi squad and then during morning skates since
practice time is so limited.
The Stars have missed Seguin in myriad ways this season: on the top
line when Roope Hintz has been out of the lineup, on the power play in
the left circle, on the penalty kill taking faceoffs on the right side, in
overtime with open ice and in shootouts, where he converts about half of
his chances.
When the current road trip ends, the Stars will have 18 games remaining.
Surgery possible for Radulov and Hintz: Forwards Alexander Radulov
and Hintz have been in and out of the Stars lineup this season, each
hampered by a nagging lower-body injury. Nill said both would need time
to fully heal, and that surgery for both could also be a possibility.
“They’ve been fighting this all year,” Nill said. “This started to happen
back in training camp. They’ve done a great job of managing through it.
The trainers have done a great job managing through it.
“Once again, it’s a daily thing. Each day we come to the rink, we don’t
know if they’re going to play or not. At the end of the season, we’ll have
to sit down with the medical staff and the possibility of surgery, yes.”
Nill said Radulov and Hintz are suffering from different injuries.
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The Stars and Nill will know where they stand at the end of the road trip,
and whether they’ll add or subtract at the trade deadline. If they are
sellers, would Radulov and Hintz get surgery earlier?
“We’ll monitor that as we go forward,” Nill said. “The players have a good
feel for how they feel, their availability for games. We’ll monitor that.
Right now, our focus is just winning one game at a time on the road and
we’ll adjust as we move forward.”
Radulov is not on the road trip, instead rehabbing in Frisco. Radulov has
not played since March 18 and has been out for 22 of the last 25 games.
“He’s better off to be back there rehabbing,” Nill said. “If he is, towards
the end of the trip, feeling better, we can always get him in by chartering
a flight in.”
Dallas Morning News LOADED: 04.01.2021
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In season of struggles, Denis Gurianov’s overtime mistake proved fatal to
Stars

By Saad Yousuf Mar 30, 2021 89

If you didn’t understand what Denis Gurianov was trying to do in overtime
against the Nashville Predators on Tuesday, join the club.
“I have no — I don’t know,” a visibly perturbed Rick Bowness said. “I
don’t know. That was a gift. That’s all I’m going to say on that. That was a
complete gift.”
One year after leading the team in goals during the regular season, and
seven months since scoring six goals in a six-game playoff series against
Calgary, Gurianov has six goals in 33 games this season. His scoring
prowess has faded and his offensive game has mostly been stuck in the
mud. Exactly two weeks earlier, the Stars went to overtime against the
Tampa Bay Lightning and Gurianov didn’t even step on the ice in the
extra period, with Bowness saying he “didn’t like Denis’ game at all,”
offensively and defensively.
Well, he played in overtime Tuesday night and there was a lot to dislike,
offensively and defensively. With the Stars in their 12th overtime game of
the season, tied 2-2 against the surging Predators, Gurianov drifted into
the boards and made the curious decision to dump the puck behind the
net. Now, the Stars dump and chase often but to do it in that situation is
just a bad hockey play and not something Gurianov is coached to do. He
was cornered by two Nashville players and both of his teammates were
behind him at the blue line.

Carrier. Jamie Benn was looping around to pick up Carrier and pointed
for Gurianov to get back on defense to pick up his man, Tolvanen, who
had already begun streaking down the ice and was comfortably behind
Gurianov. All it took was one pass from Carrier to Viktor Arvidsson, who
passed it through John Klingberg’s stick to a wide-open Tolvanen, with
Gurianov trailing, for an easy breakaway goal and a 3-2 win.
When you’re the player who created the situation with a bad giveaway
and you’re one of the fastest skaters on the team, not getting burnt the
other way shouldn’t be too much of an ask.
Teams don’t often lose because of one play and that was true for the
Stars on Tuesday in Nashville. They played a strong first period but
couldn’t score and then fell off in the third period after a strong second.
Late in the third period, they probably should have lost when the crossbar
behind Anton Khudobin somehow helped keep the puck out of the net.
Even on that final play, there’s certainly a valid point to be made that
Klingberg should have disrupted Arvidsson sooner and maybe even used
his stick to break up the game-winning pass from Arvidsson to Tolvanen.
There’s a lot of blame to go around, but laying it at the feet of Gurianov is
not misdirected because he’s not a rookie. He’s a player who, coming
into the season, was looked upon to be one of the team’s top offensive
weapons, especially with the rash of injuries to Tyler Seguin, Alexander
Radulov and even Hintz. He’s been given the opportunities, playing on
the top line with the best playmakers on the team, but none of it has
worked. So, when Bowness is speechless about an egregious all-around
play after the game that directly resulted in the game-losing goal, he’s not
throwing him under the bus. When Joel Kiviranta had a horrible turnover
in his own zone in a 3-2 loss against the Columbus Blue Jackets on
March 4, Bowness said after the game, “Well, he is a kid, and he made a
mistake. … That’s what comes with it when you play a lot of young
players. They are going to make some mistakes, and they have to know
that if they make a mistake, they are going to go right back out.”
In his second full NHL season, the bar is higher for Gurianov, especially
with all of the injuries the team is dealing with, where they are in the
standings and what stage the season is in. Gurianov was supposed to be
providing goals at a consistent rate this season. If that’s not working for
him, the least he could do is not give away goals to the other team.
That’s what happened in overtime Tuesday.
Observations
• Staying on Gurianov, it wouldn’t surprise me if Gurianov was a healthy
scratch for a game or two, especially if elements of his game don’t
change. It may not be possible because the Stars don’t exactly have the
luxury of a full arsenal of forwards but it’s certainly a possibility. As
mentioned above, two weeks ago, he was held out entirely in overtime
against the reigning Stanley Cup champions. A week after that, against
the Predators, Benn got the nod to take a shot in a shootout over
Gurianov.

“We just have to hold on to the puck more and get good speed,” Roope
Hintz said. “That way, we should get more opportunities.”

Scratching Gurianov wouldn’t change anything in terms of his role in the
big picture and it wouldn’t mean he’s not one of the team’s top 12
forwards because, obviously, he is. Even though it would come off as
being in Bowness’ doghouse, that’s not necessarily the case, either.
Watching a couple of games from the press box could be beneficial for
him. The game appears slower and there’s a better picture of the entire
ice when watching from up top so the player can see how much space he
really has when he’s in the game. It can work for players on a number of
levels, from just being able to take a breather in this ridiculous schedule
to seeing the game in a different way. Exhibit A for the Stars in this
strategy is Robertson this season. After the first two games of the
season, fans were asking questions about his ability to simply exist in the
NHL at this point in his career. He had a couple of quick trips to the taxi
squad and watched some games from the top and now, he’s a legitimate
Calder Trophy candidate.

That wasn’t even the end of the disaster for Gurianov, though. The player
above who is undercutting Gurianov along the boards is Eeli Tolvanen.
After Gurianov dumps it and Alexandre Carrier sets it up for Nashville
behind the net, Gurianov starts floating in no man’s land and watching

At 23 years old, Gurianov is still a young player and he’s shown that he
has the talent to be an impact player in the NHL. Even in the past few
games, including earlier in the game Tuesday, Gurianov has had
opportunities to score that just haven’t gone in. It can be a tricky

Dumping the puck in behind the goal is exactly what Bowness said it
was, “a gift.” The game moves so much faster in overtime with all of the
extra space, giving away possessions like that is simply unacceptable.
“It’s puck possession is what it is,” Bowness said. “Overtime is puck
possession. When they’re tired, you bring it back in the neutral zone, you
hang on and make some plays. Try to hem them in their zone. You do
not give them the puck back.”
“It’s all about maintaining puck possession, and when you don’t have it,
you can’t score,” Jason Robertson said. “You’ve just got to keep looking
forward to getting the puck, trying to strip it off of them.”
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proposition because as a coach, you don’t want to risk damaging his
confidence but Bowness is a good communicator and if he can properly
convey the message, a recharge can be good for Gurianov and for the
team.

Jason Robertson — Roope Hintz — Joe Pavelski

• The Stars played a fantastic first period and dominated across the
board. They nearly doubled up the Predators on shots on goal, 13-7, and
had a 5-1 advantage in high-danger scoring chances, according to
Natural Stat Trick. Despite that, the teams went to intermission scoreless.
Dallas came out and had nearly as good a second period but this time,
they put two goals on the board. Nashville also got a power-play goal in
the period so the Stars had only a 2-1 lead after 40 minutes but if they
could have even gotten one goal, let alone a couple, in the first period,
the entire dynamic of the game could have changed.

Tanner Kero — Rhett Gardner — Ty Dellandrea

• The Stars have had trouble all season finding key goals and key saves
to preserve or extend one-goal leads. Khudobin gave Dallas a great save
in the third period but the Stars couldn’t find that key goal to push the
lead to 3-1. Instead, Nashville quickly responded and scored a goal of its
own to tie the game 2-2.
• Robertson’s incredible season continues to add new chapters. He
scored the first goal of the game to give the Stars a 1-0 lead, on assists
from Miro Heiskanen and Gurianov.
In the final game of March, that gave Robertson his 16th point of the
month, tying him with Jere Lehtinen from February 1996 for most points
in a month by a rookie in Stars history since the franchise relocated to
Dallas. Not bad company to keep.
In case you missed it, I detailed Robertson’s critical offseason in a
feature earlier this week, which dives into his dietary changes which
helped him lose 21 pounds, on-ice workouts that transformed his stride
and skating and more.
• It’s so repetitive but worth mentioning every time that this team is so
visibly different when Hintz is in the lineup. He played again Tuesday and
scored on the power play in the second period. It was a great sequence,
with Klingberg finding Heiskanen in the spot where Gurianov is usually
set up. Heiskanen let a one-timer rip and Hintz cleaned up the rebound.
• Tuesday was bad for the Stars in the standings. Not only did they lose
to Nashville, one of three teams they’re chasing for the final playoff spot
in the Central, but the other two teams, Chicago and Columbus, upset
Carolina and Tampa Bay, respectively.
Morning skate musings
After the morning skate, Bowness revealed that Radulov is not even with
the team as it begins a six-game road trip. At the beginning of this most
recent injury absence, Radulov began as a “day-to-day” designation,
much like he did in early February. That first time, he ended up missing
15 games. Bowness previously said that this time around, the injury was
believed to keep Radulov out for a shorter term but that looks doubtful, at
this point. He’s already missed the past seven games and given the
complications of flying in a player on the road due to COVID-19
restrictions, there’s a decent chance he doesn’t play the next five games
either, which would make it 12 consecutive games missed. If he was
close to playing, it would make sense to at least come on the trip and be
an option in the upcoming games. It’s still a possibility he plays but it
won’t be Thursday and probably not too soon after that, either.
Personnel
Andrej Sekera missed the game for personal reasons. Mark Pysyk found
out Tuesday morning that he would be going into the lineup as part of the
third pairing. With Hintz playing, the SuperLine of Robertson, Hintz and
Joe Pavelski was reunited and they looked good again, created quality
chances and scoring a goal. Ty Dellandrea re-entered the lineup and
Bowness removed Radek Faksa from the traditional FCC line and had
him centering Benn and Gurianov, with Jason Dickinson taking his place
centering Andrew Cogliano and Blake Comeau. Here’s what the full
lineup looked like:

Jamie Benn — Radek Faksa — Denis Gurianov
Andrew Cogliano — Jason Dickinson — Blake Comeau

Esa Lindell — John Klingberg
Jamie Oleksiak — Miro Heiskanen
Joel Hanley — Mark Pysyk
Anton Khudobin
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How Forsling went from last-minute waiver addition to top-pairing
defenseman for Panthers

BY DAVID WILSON

Gustav Forsling knew he had no time to delay when the Florida Panthers
came calling in the final days before the 2020-21 NHL season began.
January suddenly became a whirlwind for the defenseman. On Jan. 8,
the Carolina Hurricanes waived him — a victim of their surplus of talent
on defense. On Jan. 9, the Panthers claimed him and immediately
Forsling packed up his car. He had an 11-hour drive to make. He wanted
to make to be at practice in Sunrise on Jan. 10.
“I’m just going to do my best to prove to this team I’m here to take a
spot,” Forsling said after his first practice with his new team in January,
just hours after he arrived in South Florida at 1:30 a.m. following his trek
from Raleigh, North Carolina.
In the space of 48 hours, he went from facing the prospect of another
season in the minors or on the taxi squad to a fresh chance with the
Panthers. Florida spent the entire offseason retooling itself on the fringes,
with a first-year general manager and a second-year coach, and the
Panthers kept tinkering all the way up until the week before the regular
season began. They claimed Forsling off waivers just four days before
the NHL season began.
Right now, it’s nearly as big a move as any Florida made in general
manager Bill Zito’s busy first offseason. In 23 games, Forsling has two
goals and four assists and leads all of the Panthers’ healthy defensemen
with 2.1 shots on goal per game. On Tuesday, Florida bumped him up to
its top defensive pairing, playing next to defenseman MacKenzie Weegar
in the wake of star defenseman Aaron Ekblad’s likely season-ending leg
fracture, and Forsling delivered an assist in the Panthers’ 4-1 win against
the Detroit Red Wings.
Aaron Ekblad is being stretchered off the ice after this hit#GoStars
pic.twitter.com/OPjJdI3LAr
— DailyDallasHockey (@DallasStarsDDH) March 28, 2021
Coach Joel Quenneville, who previously coached Forsling with the
Chicago Blackhawks from 2016 to 2019, liked what he saw from the 24year-old on the top pairing, and Forsling will get a chance to build on his
success Thursday when Florida (23-9-4) wraps up a two-game series
with the Red Wings (12-21-4) at 7 p.m. at the BB&T Center.
“Fors has been really good for us. Weegs has been pretty good and not
playing the right side in a long time he seemed to be comfortable over
there, too, so that pair is strong,” Quenneville said Tuesday. “He’s
playing very well. He’s playing important minutes. In Ek’s absence, all of
a sudden that first matchup is a big ask in a short amount of time.”
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Additions like Forsling have helped fuel the Panthers’ rapid-fire
ascension to the ranks of the league’s best teams. Florida didn’t
necessarily go out and target the biggest names on the market — Zito
and Co. bought low on players they trusted to break out in new roles.
Forsling was the most extreme example. He played in 122 games across
three seasons for the Blackhawks, then Chicago traded him to the
Hurricanes in 2019. He went to the American Hockey League and never
played in a game for Carolina before it waived him in January.
Quenneville, though, always thought highly of Forsling — he said he was
twice the Blackhawks’ best player in training camp — and assistant
general manager Paul Krepelka and senior advisor Rick Dudley, who
both previously worked for the Hurricanes, pushed for the Panthers to
claim him.
“Krepelka was really the guy who went to bat for Forsling and pounded
the drum,” Zito said. “He and Rick Dudley, who also had been in
Carolina, were adamant that he could help us.”
So far, Zito’s faith has been rewarded. Forsling’s defensive metrics are
all solid — albeit with most of his minutes coming against lower lines —
and his willingness to shoot helps him approximate some of what made
Ekblad so good next to Weegar. His assist Tuesday came on a slap shot
from the point, which winger Brett Connolly deflected into the net.
Even the most optimistic outlooks within the organization didn’t project
this, but he has passed every test so far. It only made sense for
Quenneville to give Forsling this shot.
Said Forsling: “I’ve just got to keep proving them right.”

The regional channels — which joined Fox Sports Networks in 1996 and
2000 respectively — are television homes for the Miami Heat, Miami
Marlins, Florida Panthers, Tampa Bay Lightning and Orlando Magic. The
channel number used by different cable and satellite providers is not
changing.
The Miami Heat’s game against the Indiana Pacers on Wednesday night
was shown on Bally Sports Sun, marking the first live event on both
networks.
Joining 17 other regional networks in the rebranding, Bally Sports Florida
and Bally Sports Sun will air their first full slate of live programming on
Thursday, beginning at 11 a.m. with national MLB Opening Day
coverage. Opening Day coverage will continue at 3 p.m. on Bally Sports
Florida with a special one-hour “Marlins Live” pregame show leading into
live coverage of the Miami Marlins’ game against the Tampa Bay Rays.
Following the Marlins’ game and Opening Day baseball, the networks will
showcase regional NBA and NHL matchups. Bally Sports Florida will air
the Florida Panthers taking on the Detroit Red Wings at 7 p.m., while
Bally Sports Sun will air the Miami Heat squaring off against the Golden
State Warriors at 8 p.m.
Just like Fox Sports Florida and Fox Sports Sun, Bally Sports Florida and
Bally Sports Sun are available throughout Florida on cable, satellite and
streaming providers.
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PANTHERS SIGN TOP PROSPECT KNIGHT
Spencer Knight is officially heading to Florida.
The Panthers’ first-round pick in the 2019 NHL Entry Draft, Knight signed
a three-year, entry-level contract with Florida on Wednesday after
wrapping up his career with the Boston College Eagles. He immediately
becomes one of the NHL’s top goaltending prospects after leading to the
United States to a gold medal at the 2021 World Junior Ice Hockey
Championships with a 5-1-0 record, 1.63 goals against average, .940
save percentage and three shutouts.
“We are thrilled to have agreed to terms on a contract with Spencer,” Zito
said in a statement. “He is an immensely talented and dynamic young
goaltender who has been an elite player at every level that he has
played. From the collegiate ranks to international tournaments, Spencer
has consistently elevated his game, a testament to his work ethic,
compete and character. We are excited for him to take the next step in
his career with the Panthers and look forward to his future with our club.”
As a sophomore at Boston College this season, Knight is a finalist for
Hobey Baker Award, given to college hockey’s best player. In 21 games,
the goaltender went 16-4-1 with a .932 save percentage, 2.18 goals
against average and three shutouts.
Miami Herald LOADED: 04.01.2021
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The Panthers sign goalie-of-the-future Spencer Knight

By George Richards

When the Florida Panthers made Spencer Knight their top pick of the
2019 NHL Draft it definitely raised some eyebrows.
With Florida hot on the tail of free agent netminder Sergei Bobrovsky, did
the drafting of Knight mean the Panthers were no longer interested in
Bobrovsky?
They most definitely were.
Days after drafting Knight, the Panthers signed Bobrovsky to the richest
contract in franchise history, a seven-year deal worth $70 million.
Soon, Knight and Bobrovsky will become teammates.
On Wednesday, the Panthers announced that it had signed Knight —
one of the top junior goalie prospects in recent memory — to a three-year
entry level deal.
Knight is leaving Boston College after two seasons.
As his career with the Eagles ends, it begins with the Panthers.
Knight and Bobrovsky will be linked together for some time.

Do you watch Heat, Marlins or Panthers on TV? The names of the
channels are changing.

”It’s going to be cool. I really admire his game, the way he plays,” Knight
said Wednesday afternoon. “I think technically, he is one of the best
goalies in the league. For me, to be so young and have a mentor like that
… I am looking forward to it and hopefully will learn a lot.”

By BRETT SHWEKY

Knight said Wednesday afternoon that he would be flying to Florida and
would join the Panthers in the coming days.

After being a fixture in the homes of South Florida sports fans for more
than 20 years, Fox Sports Florida and Fox Sports Sun have been
officially renamed Bally Sports Florida and Bally Sports Sun.

The assumption is Knight will be added to the team’s taxi squad allowing
him to work with the team and, in the final weeks of the season, perhaps
even make his NHL debut.
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“I am going down to Florida, but that’s as far as I really know as how my
situation will be mapped out,’’ Knight said. “For me, whatever tasks I am
given I will be positive, I am ready to go. For me, going to Florida and
seeing what it is all about is more than I can ask for.”
Knight, who turns 20 in three weeks, has been a standout for Team USA
and Boston College the past couple of seasons, leading the U.S. to the
Gold Medal at the most recent World Junior tournament.
In the finale, he squared off against Team Canada’s Devon Levi —
coincidentally another Florida prospect. Those two, down the road, may
be teammates as well.
“To me, this doesn’t even seem real yet,” Knight said in a video
conference. “I remember growing up watching the NHL from 4, 5-yearsold and it seemed like a far-off Fantasyland sometimes.
“I don’t realize what I am doing right now but once I get there, see who is
around me it will be pretty cool to take it all in. … It is going to be pretty
cool, very unique. It doesn’t seem real and I still think it is some …
unreachable goal.
“It is obviously right in front of me, but I’m not going to look too far ahead.
I am going to stay in the moment. These are the kinds of moments
people look back on and cherish for the rest of their lives. I am going to
try and enjoy every single moment of it.”
When Florida made Knight the 13th overall pick two years ago, John
Vanbiesbrouck did not mince words with how good Knight could become.
The assistant executive director of hockey operations for USA Hockey
better known in South Florida as ‘The Beezer,’ Vanbiesbrouck said the
Panthers were getting not only a future starter but a goalie who could
change the course of the franchise for years to come.
Those days won’t be now, but Knight has star written all over him.
“The Panthers picked a legacy goalie. He is going to be a top-five goalie
in the NHL and I have no doubt of that,” said Vanbiesbrouck, who led the
Panthers to the 1996 Cup Finals.
“It’s hard to put into words what they got, but he’s a real mature young
man who prepares well and I’m ecstatic for him and for the Florida
organization. It is a great pick. If this draft wasn’t so deep with talent, he
would have gone higher.”
There had been rumblings that Knight may force a trade away from
Florida — or stay at BC through his senior year and thereby become a
free agent — due to the logjam in net that Bobrovsky’s seven-year
contract brought.
But this offseason, the Panthers created a ‘Goalie Excellence
Department’ headed up by team executive and future Hall of Famer
Roberto Luongo.
The appearance, obviously, was that the Panthers were going to go all
out in making sure Knight stays with the organization and develops into
the goalie they all hope he can be.
Luongo, incidentally, retired in the days between Florida selecting Knight
at the draft and signing Bobrovsky as a free agent.
“It is great to have that many goalie resources,” Knight said. “It will hepl
and I think a lot of teams are going to do that. I have talked to Roberto,
gosh, he sent me texts all the time, calls me every few weeks. It is nice
know they are there for you as a person and it’s not just about the
hockey. It is good to have that support system.”
As for the rumors about possibly wanting out of Florida?
“I thought about it,” he said. “When I talked to the management staff they
made it clear on what they wanted to do. They said all the right things
and it turned out to be a great situation for me. Bill Zito and coach
Quenneville, owner Vinnie Viola, are all just tremendous people. I think
that’s why I think this was the right decision, signing with Florida.”

Knight leaves Boston College without winning a national championship
despite the Eagles being considered one of the top teams in the NCAA
ranks during that time.
Last year’s season was cut short due to Covid-19 and this past weekend,
BC’s dreams of reaching the Frozen Four were thwarted by a 4-1 loss to
St. Cloud State.
Few people would have blamed Knight for going back for another chance
at a championship but he said Wednesday he was ready to start the next
chapter of his hockey career.
It’s a career which will begin — and the Panthers hope, end — in
Sunrise.
“It has obviously been a pretty hectic few days,” said Knight, who ends
his collegiate career 39-12-3.
“Today, I decided to make it official and start my pro career. It is definitely
a unique feeling, Boston College meant so much to me. But I am joining
an organization that is allowing me to pursue my dream. It’s bittersweet
but I am definitely motivated and excited to start the next step.
“I took a couple of days to decide, to decompress and frankly, I after I
played that last game I thought it was time. The reason I made the
decision a week after my last game was so that I could get into the
system and continue on for however long the season will last. I am
definitely looking forward to having some weeks or months to get used to
pro life.”
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 04.01.2021
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The Athletic / NHL awards WATCH: Should Connor McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl both be up for the Hart Trophy?

By Dom Luszczyszyn
Mar 31, 2021

Throughout the season, I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the
race for each major player award: the Hart, the Norris, the Calder, the
Selke, the Vezina, the Art Ross and the Rocket Richard. Numbers, of
course, aren’t everything. But they add much-needed context to the
awards race and can help shine a light on players deserving of more
recognition while adding caveats to other players who may have some
warts. This post will present the top 10 for each category based on a set
of guidelines.
It’s been a month since our last awards watch, a look around the
league’s trophy races from an analytical perspective. While there’s been
some movement among some of the contenders vying for nominations,
not much has changed for the front-runners. For the most part, the guys
who led the way at the end of February have only solidified their stance
at the top.
That doesn’t mean things can’t change over the next month, but it does
mean the favorites have already established a fairly strong case for
consideration. Based on my interpretation of their numbers to date, here
is how the awards race currently shakes out.
Data as of March 29.
Hart Trophy
Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.
Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and goaltenders
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average,
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey.
Hart Trophy
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Folks, let’s not overthink this: Connor McDavid is this year’s MVP. No
need to get bored about it because he’s the best player in the world, no
need to galaxy brain some other guy because he “has less help” or
whatever — McDavid is the best this year. Full stop. By. A. Lot.

0
2.8
4
1.2
3.2
3.3
Mikko Rantanen
2.01
1.37
RW
COL
34
19.9
20
20

As of now, there’s a 0.8-win gap between McDavid and the next best
skater — his own teammate and current linemate Leon Draisaitl. There’s
nearly a full-win gap between McDavid and the next best non-Oilers
skater, Nathan MacKinnon. I went through the GSVA archives to 200708, and here are the biggest gaps between first and second place.
McDavid’s current gap already ranks fourth.
2016-17: Connor McDavid, +1.19 (won Hart)
2011-12: Evgeni Malkin, +0.98 (won Hart)
2018-19: Sidney Crosby, +0.84 (second in Hart voting)
2020-21: Connor McDavid, +0.80
2009-10: Sidney Crosby, +0.73 (third in Hart voting)
2007-08: Alex Ovechkin, +0.57 (won Hart)
That’s three Hart winners and two times where Crosby lost to the scoring
leader but arguably provided more value. If McDavid wins the scoring
race — and it feels like it would take a small miracle for anyone else to
win at this point — he should be a unanimous choice. He’s not only
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lapping the field in production but also is dominating at five-on-five with a
60 percent expected goals rate. Give this man the MVP.
The real debate comes afterward, and there are a few major questions.
Should two Oilers be finalists?

fewer than expected with him on the ice, and the fact his expected goals
against remains a team worst is concerning. There’s a balance to be
struck in both regards, and while he belongs in the top 10, a top-five spot
would be giving too much credit to his point totals while ignoring his real
defensive issues.

This question depends on a voter’s personal criteria for the award, and
the words “most valuable” can be open to interpretation. It’s how we get
arguments for anyone other than McDavid when he’s in a league of his
own. But because he is, there likely will be some debate about Draisaitl’s
place on the ballot. How can he be most valuable on a team with
McDavid?

Norris Trophy

Well, it’s because he’s still creating a lot of value, 2.2 wins’ worth, which
is second among players. To me, most valuable means “most value”
regardless of whether someone else is doing it better on the same team.
I mean, Draisaitl has a decent lead on the third-best skater, so let’s give
him some more credit here. He’s on a similar point pace as last season
but without anywhere close to the defensive issues. He’s a plus
possession player this season with the actual goals very much going his
way at 69 percent. He also very clearly makes McDavid a lot better, as
the duo has outscored opponents 22—4 in 181 minutes this season.
That’s utterly insane. It hasn’t happened since 2001 with Mario Lemieux
and Jaromir Jagr, but Draisaitl is very much worthy this season.

Norris Trophy

How do we factor in goaltending?

24.5

So there actually is someone close to McDavid’s win contribution: Tampa
Bay goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy. He, too, is in a bit of a league of his
own, a full win ahead of Marc-Andre Fleury, but goalies are always tricky
in terms of value. Of course they’re higher up, they play the entire game.
Vasilevskiy has been otherworldly this season, saving nearly 18 goals
above expected. He’s been the main factor for Tampa Bay’s terrific
record without Nikita Kucherov. But it’s always hard to cross-compare
skaters and goalies. If we took value at its word, a goalie would win the
Hart almost every single season. They get discounted for their position,
but should they? It’ll be an interesting year-end debate if Vasilevskiy
keeps his pace up.

3

Have we all forgotten about Nathan MacKinnon?

4

I haven’t heard much buzz around MacKinnon’s season this year, and
that might be because all of Colorado’s stars are cooking. His point pace
isn’t as illustrious with 36 points in 29 games, but what he’s doing at fiveon-five demands attention. The Avalanche have had some absurd shot
ratios this season and have been a puck-possession juggernaut of late.
MacKinnon is front and center in that regard, posting a 63 percent
expected goals rate this season. That’s sixth-best in the league.
Aleksander Barkov is first by a decent margin, and it’s why he’s firmly in
the top 10 along with being the Selke Trophy favorite.

1.2

Has Auston Matthews’ injury hurt his chances?
Matthews’ wrist injury has been much talked about it, and it’s clearly
affected his game for a decent stretch. He was fourth on this list last time
around with 1.54 wins but has only accumulated 0.49 since, which places
him just outside the top five. Up until his injury, Matthews’ average Game
Score was 1.87, but that’s dropped to 1.09 since. He’s still controlling
play, but the production has dropped off. He’s looked better in his past
two outings, so a strong finish can propel him back into the runner-up
position, but I’m not sure he’s the lock he once was.
Why isn’t Patrick Kane in the top 10?
Among skaters, Kane is 12th with Mark Stone, Sidney Crosby and Anze
Kopitar still ahead of him, despite Kane’s sizable point advantage over all
three. This is where it’s important to understand both model limitations
and strengths. Kane has a 44 percent expected goals rate. That’s bad,
even by Chicago standards. But he also has a 57 percent actual goals
rate, which is second to only Alex DeBrincat. Break it down into offence
and defense and it’s evident that Kane is getting jobbed a bit by a low
rate of expected goals for, one that doesn’t account for his patience with
the puck and playmaking ability. Throughout his career, Kane has
outscored expectations by 0.55 goals per 60 and has had a few seasons
near one. His ability off the rush is a big reason for that. This year he’s at
1.12. It’s a little far-fetched and may regress, but he deserves credit for
that in a way the model isn’t accounting for. The strong goals against is a
different story. I can’t buy that he’s the reason the Blackhawks allow

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the
greatest all-round ability in the position.
Criteria: Defensemen that play top-pairing minutes with above-average
usage ranked by Game Score Value Added.
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A lot of people believe Victor Hedman is running away with the Norris
Trophy because he’s leading all defensemen (and his team!) in points,
and well — he’s Victor Hedman, and obviously the rest of his game is
flawless. It’s great to see him rewarded with a top-five spot — he wasn’t
this high in the first iteration — but that he’s not first may take some
explaining.
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For defensemen, the biggest driver of GSVA is how they drive play at
five-on-five because if they’re frequently outshooting and outscoring
opponents, they usually are doing something right. Points count, but
they’re a bit more unreliable for defenders. Hedman gets a lot of credit for
his points, and his 54 percent expected goals rate is strong; it’s just that
the players above him are a fair bit higher. That bridges the production
gap to an extent.
Hedman is a shade ahead of Jeff Petry and Morgan Rielly, two very
productive rearguards for Canadian teams who are also playing
extremely well at five-on-five. Petry has a 58 percent expected goals rate
and even better 62 percent actual goals rate — both of which are second
on the team to only his frequent partners, Brett Kulak and Joel
Edmundson. Rielly has often been shunned for his sketchy defense, but
his game has really blossomed playing with T.J. Brodie. He leads the
Leafs in expected goals percentage at 57 percent, with an equally strong
59 percent actual goals rate, and that’s in tough minutes. None of
Hedman, Petry or Rielly are used in a matchup role, but of the three,
Rielly’s minutes have been the toughest.
Neither appears to be on the level of Adam Fox, though, who is the
current runaway leader by GSVA. Fox is only four points off of Hedman,
but analytically speaking, there’s more than enough to bridge that gap.
For starters, he plays the fourth-toughest minutes in the league by
forward competition, behind only Vancouver’s shutdown pair and Nikita
Zaitsev. Despite that, Fox has an absurd 59 percent expected goals rate,
which comfortably leads the Rangers. Aside from his partner, only Jacob
Trouba, at 50 percent, isn’t in the negatives. Again, that’s in not only
tough minutes but also arguably some of the toughest minutes in the
league. It’s a shame that the Norris Trophy often comes down to
reputation, where Hedman’s name is already written in pen and Fox will
have to wait his turn. He’s been special this season.
It was Cale Makar who won the Calder Trophy last season and who
looked poised to add a Norris to the collection earlier this year, but an
injury derailed his campaign a bit. He rounds out the top 10 after a
sensational three-assist performance Monday night, but it’s his two
Colorado colleagues who grade out higher — mostly due to a difference
in games played. In Makar’s absence, Devon Toews and Samuel Girard
really stepped up and rank second and third, respectively, by GSVA.
That’s entirely a byproduct of ranking second and fourth in expected
goals percentage this year, with Toews, in particular, being at a lofty 64
percent. What an acquisition he was. Toews and Girard also are on a 50plus-point pace, which helps their respective cases. The only issue is
how do you choose between the two. If Makar has a strong finish, the
choice gets a lot easier. The trio could cannibalize votes from each other,
but with how well the Avalanche have controlled play, at least one of the
big three deserves a spot.
That the Islanders have been so strong this season despite losing Toews
is a testament to their own dynamic duo, Adam Pelech and Ryan Pulock,
two guys who are also tough to separate by GSVA. They round out the
top five in expected goals percentage with the Avalanche duo, but they
do so playing much tougher shutdown minutes. I don’t know how much
consideration they’ll get because of their lesser point totals, but both
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have been excellent enough defensively to be considered. They’re a big
part of the Islanders’ identity and a perfect reason for the NHL to create a
best defensive defenseman award. They’d be at, or near, the top.

C

Selke Trophy

33

Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the
game.

17.4

Criteria: Forwards who play over 17 minutes per game, receive 30
percent of their team’s short-handed minutes and face the top 30
percentile of forward competition on average, ranked by their ability to
suppress expected and actual goals.

2.5

Selke Trophy
Aleksander Barkov
8
2.6
C
FLA
31
21.2
3.8
3.2
32%
32
Mitch Marner
5.5
1.5
C
TOR
35
22.8
2.2
3.7
85%
39.5
Zach Hyman
5.3
3.5
LW
TOR
33
19.6
2
3.9
81%
44.3
Joel Eriksson Ek
5.3
1.1

MIN

2.4

94%
34
Anthony Cirelli
4.2
2.2
C
T.B
28
18.1
1.3
4.4
32%
41.7
Alex Iafallo
3.3
-0.4
LW
L.A
32
20
1.6
1
94%
38
Ryan O'Reilly
2.8
2
C
STL
35
21.1
0.9
2.9
83%
43.5
Alex Killorn
2.6
2.3
LW
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T.B

2.8

defensive game, and he’s maintained that pace since. His expected and
actual goals against remain excellent, he plays tough minutes, and he
kills penalties. On the other side of the top line might be a more
conventional choice, though as a hardworking winger, Zach Hyman is
right behind him in defensive impact. Hyman actually leads the starstudded team in expected goals percentage at 59 percent and actual
goals at 62.5 percent. He’s a much more effective player than he’s given
credit for.

50%

Calder Trophy

34.8

Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of
competition in the NHL.

34
18.5
0.8

Anze Kopitar

-0.6

Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and rookie
goaltenders ranked by wins above replacement courtesy of Evolving
Hockey.

C

Calder trophy

L.A

Kirill Kaprizov

33

1.12

21.5

0.58

0.4

L

3.8

MIN

95%

32

39.3

18.1

Patrice Bergeron

11

1.8

16

0.9

27

C

10.32

BOS

10

31

-12

18.4

10

1.1

-1.1

-0.2

0.4

62%

6.5

31.5

-0.8

Everything I wrote about Barkov last time? I might as well copy and paste
it here, because it all still applies just the same. He still leads the league
in expected goals percentage, satisfying those who view this as a twoway award. He still leads in defensive value alone (among qualified
forwards) by a fair margin. And it’s still his turn. Just give him the award
already. (For those wondering, the low quality of forward competition is
an artifact of playing in a bad division more than anything.)

1.57

2.3

Joel Eriksson Ek remains a trendy hipster pick with an incredibly strong
61 percent expected goals rate that’s buoyed by his terrific defense. He
plays some of the toughest minutes in the league and still thrives. He
may not be a household name, but his results this year speak for
themselves. With the Wild shining so brightly this season, he’s worthy of
awards consideration.
Those two should be a slam-dunk top two for now, but after that things
get interesting. Last year’s analytics favorite for this award, Anthony
Cirelli, has emerged after missing out of the top 10 the first time around,
but he once again has an excellent defensive impact that’s worthy of
consideration. Usual defensive stalwarts Kopitar and Ryan O’Reilly have
had excellent defensive seasons (though the former has seen his twoway game decline a fair bit this year) and are worthy of consideration,
while Patrice Bergeron finishes off the list.
The most interesting name last time around was Toronto’s Mitch Marner,
and he’s only further cemented his place on this list. Scott Wheeler wrote
an excellent article breaking down the strides Marner has taken in his

Alex Nedeljkovic
1.11
1.2
G
CAR
12
0
Pius Suter
0.72
0.43
C
CHI
36
16.3
11
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6

18

8

9.27

0.71

19

27

-52

0

3

-3

0.6

-0.8

1

2.7

3.9

3.3

1.1

2.2

0.46

2.7

Igor Shesterkin

Ty Smith

0.71

0.52

0.33

0.13

G

D

NYR

N.J

17

33

0

19.5

Jason Robertson

2

0.66

17

0.41

19

L

1.87

DAL

24

27

0

15.6

-4

6

1.7

15

-1.4

21

4.1

5.23

-0.4

7

0.57

2

Nils Hoglander

-1

0.5

2.4

0.27

0

L

6.1

VAN

-4.4

37

-0.17

15.1

Artem Zub

7

0.63

9

0.34

16

D

8.06

OTT

15

27

0

17.4

4

2

3.4
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-1.5

-2.1

2.1

5.3

0

3

2.66

0.63

Kevin Lankinen

G

With Kevin Lankinen fading after a hot start, this is Kirill Kaprizov’s trophy
to lose. He’s electric on nearly every shift and lapping the field in points.
The expected goals numbers aren’t that great, but he seems to have that
rare playmaking ability that boosts actual goal numbers, similar to what
was discussed with Kane above. He has the potential to be a modelbreaker.

CHI

Kirill Kaprizov (Nick Wosika / USA Today)

24

The other skaters don’t stack up all that well. Jason Robertson has had a
strong point surge to enter the chat and is driving play well, while Pius
Suter has performed admirably at center with Chicago’s top three mostly
out to injury this year. The Senators have some intriguing options as well,
with Tim Stützle missing the cut due to lesser five-on-five numbers.

0.48
-0.18

0
Josh Norris
0.4

36

Goalies should be a big factor here, especially with Igor Shesterkin back
from injury. He has a lot of potential, and if the Rangers can go on a little
run, he’ll be at the center of that. Alex Nedeljkovic has played only 12
games, but in those he has been an absolute revelation for the
Hurricanes with a stellar .929 save percentage. That may regress like
Lankinen’s prior lofty numbers, but for now, he’s the goaltending leader in
terms of goals saved above expected.

16

Vezina Trophy

8

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position.

10
18

Criteria: Goaltenders who have played half of their team’s games or more
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average,
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey.

7.49

Vezina Trophy

17

Andrei Vasilevskiy

32

3.01

2

1.28

2.6

G

-0.3

T.B

-1.2

27

-3.6

0.93

1.44

0.907

Janne Kuokkanen

0.023

0.39

Marc-Andre Fleury

0.44

2.02

C

0.56

N.J

G

28

VGK

13.8

24

5

0.927

11

0.909

16

0.018

4.09

Thatcher Demko

11

1.56

-4

1.71

-2

G

0.9

VAN

0.06
C
OTT
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25

15

0.917

0.927

0.906

0.92

0.011

0.006

Philipp Grubauer

Semyon Varlamov

1.55

0.58

0.29

0.13

G

G

COL

NYI

28

24

0.93

0.922

0.918

0.918

0.012

0.004

Connor Hellebuyck

Kevin Lankinen

1.36

0.48

0.89

-0.18

G

G

WPG

CHI

27

24

0.917

0.92

0.907

0.917

0.01

0.003

Calvin Petersen

The PHWA doesn’t vote on this award, but it probably won’t matter too
much this year with everyone in agreement on not only the top guy but
also the runner-up.

1.08
0.26
G
L.A
18
0.923
0.912
0.011
Igor Shesterkin
0.71
0.33
G
NYR
17
0.924

Vasilevskiy has been sensational with a .930, 0.023 above his expected
rate, and has pulled ahead of Fleury since the previous iteration of the
awards watch. The two were close to neck-and-neck at the time. Fleury
is the clear-cut No. 2 and has the better narrative with how he
commanded back the starting job in Vegas, but the results still favor
Vasilevskiy.
After those two, there’s a bit more room for debate. Thatcher Demko has
been by far the league’s hottest goalie over the past month or so, and
that’s vaulted him way up these rankings. He, too, stole the starter’s job
in the process, and although his .917 save percentage isn’t super eyepopping, it looks criminal when you tune into any Canucks game. The
defense is a tire fire in front of him, and it feels like the expected save
percentage of .906, the lowest in the top 10, is honestly underselling how
bad it is.
Philipp Grubauer has been excellent for the Avalanche, even if he
doesn’t sniff the puck much most games, and Connor Hellebuyck is
moving back toward his Vezina Trophy form from last season. His
numbers this year aren’t nearly as illustrious, but he’s been a brick wall
when he needs to be.
Art Ross Trophy

0.916

Given to the player who leads the National Hockey League in scoring
points at the end of the regular season.

0.008

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season point total.

Chris Driedger

Art Ross Trophy

0.59

Connor McDavid

0.07

94.1

G

C

FLA
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EDM

Nathan MacKinnon

36

64.9

63

C

21

COL

31.1

30

Leon Draisaitl

38

82.6

23

C

26.9

EDM

Mikko Rantanen

36

64.6

54

RW

21

COL

28.6

34

Patrick Kane

40

73.1

23

RW

24.6

CHI

Mark Scheifele

36

63.9

48

C

20

WPG

25.1

36

Mitch Marner

43

70.1

21

RW

20.9

TOR

Mark Stone

35

63.9

44

RW

22

VGK

26.1

32

Auston Matthews

40

66.4

24

C

23.9

TOR

McDavid is projected to win this one by almost 12 points — and almost
20 points over the next non-Oiler. This one won’t be very close.

32
40
22
26.4
Jonathan Huberdeau
64.9
LW
FLA
35
40
21
24.9

Rocket Richard Trophy
Given to the NHL’s top goal scorer.
Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season goal total.
Rocket Richard trophy
Auston Matthews
37.6
C
TOR
32
23
22
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14.6

31

Connor McDavid

18

31.9

24

C

10.9

EDM

Tyler Toffoli

36

27.4

21

C

21

MTL

10.9

30

Alex Ovechkin

18

31.6

25

L

9.4

WSH

Steven Stamkos

30

27.2

18

C

22

T.B

13.6

32

Mikko Rantanen

16

30.9

22

R

11.2

COL

Alex Debrincat

34

26.9

20

R

23

CHI

10.9

32

Leon Draisaitl

18

30.4

20

C

8.9

EDM

McDavid has made this race really interesting, but with Matthews’ wrist
looking better in recent games, he still feels like the safe bet to win this
one. It’s been really encouraging to see Alex Ovechkin climb back up the
ranks, though, with his latest goal-scoring streak. His 18 goals in 30
games are just shy of a full-season 50-goal pace.

36
19
21
11.4
David Pastrnak
29.6
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Maple Leafs' top line may be the most complete in
hockey

24
14
25

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox
April 1, 2021, 12:47 AM

15.6
Max Pacioretty
28.9
L
VGK

One line.
One half period.
One more denial of a contender to the throne.
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The Toronto Maple Leafs’ best line smothered the Winnipeg Jets early
and often Wednesday night to extend their lead atop the Canadian
division to three points and into a fourth month.
Funny. Much of the pre-game discussion for Round 5 of Jets-Leafs
circled around line matchups. How Paul Maurice’s last change and ability
to throw bubble-burster Pierre-Luc Dubois and responsible veterans
Blake Wheeler and Paul Stastny over the boards against Auston
Matthews, Mitch Marner and Zach Hyman could be the solution.
“That's really what the regular season is all about, right?” Maurice had
said, regarding his personnel adjustments, those tiny tweaks that can
unlock the recipe to solving a specific opponent. “You have to understand
your team by the time the regular season is over.”
But the way Hyman-Matthews-Marner steamrolled a tired Jets squad,
we’re not sure any combination of players could’ve contained them.
Before a game billed as a battle for first place was 11 minutes old,
Matthews and Hyman had each scored, Marner pocketed himself
another gif-worthy setup, and all three had themselves two-point nights
as the Leafs cruised to 3-1 victory.
“We were just thinking about our game and how important it is to get out
to a lead,” Hyman said. “They’re a really good team, so we wanted to
jump on them quick.”
Mission accomplished.
Caught flat-footed in their first game date after a seven-game road trip,
the Jets were beset with both insult and injury in the first period and
never recovered. Dubois trucked over defenceman Derek Forbort during
a sloppy D-zone sequence that resulted in Matthews cleaning up a
Hyman rebound. And Wheeler departed the game with an undisclosed
injury. (Clarity on the severity of Wheeler’s condition will wait “a couple
days,” per Maurice.)

A question worth asking: Is this the best 200-foot line in the NHL?
“I just think as incredible as they look offensively, it’s amazing how strong
players they are and how hard they work defensively and coming back
and the little plays they make. All of them come back, take pucks away,
stick checking, taking the body. They just make amazing plays,” said
goalie Jack Campbell, improving his perfect record to 7-0-0.
“Mitchy is one of the best penalty killers I’ve ever seen. He’s so smart out
there. And for them to play together, they just seem to have amazing
chemistry and have amazing results.”
Campbell’s own results aren’t so shabby.
His save percentage is a sparkling .948, and he’s allowed two goals or
fewer in six of his seven scattered starts — all while battling a leg injury
that had him squeezing in extra work with goalie coach Steve Briere prior
to the Leafs charter to Manitoba Tuesday.
"As a competitor and a teammate, I feel bad sometimes I get days off
when the other guys are grinding. It puts more fire in my belly to perform
when I'm called upon," said Campbell, forever plumbing the positive from
the well of adversity.
“I mean, I’m playing for the Toronto Maple Leafs. It’s pretty cool. So,
nothing to be bitter about any time. I’m pretty lucky and spoiled to be
here. Get to hang out with a bunch of cool dudes and play some hockey,
so it’s not a bad time.”
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“They came out hard,” summed up defenceman Josh Morrissey. “We lost
the first period, and we ended up losing the game.”

Sportsnet.ca / Four wild-card teams to watch leading up to NHL trade
deadline

Morrissey, the Jets’ lone goal-getter, found twine while T.J. Brodie served
a double minor for high-sticking Stastny’s tooth out of his gums. But
Alexander Kerfoot sniped top-shelf on a speedy shorthanded breakaway
to even out the special teams.

Rory Boylen@RoryBoylen

Maurice’s squad was shut out at even strength, and Friday’s rematch will
be another opportunity to learn what works and what doesn’t.
It should now be understood that his counterpart, Sheldon Keefe, will rely
exclusively on Hyman-Matthews-Marner as his default top trio. The trial
of 41-year-old Joe Thornton as a top-line winger shrinks further in the
rear-view mirror.
In their 10:37 together, Hyman-Matthews-Marner not only scored twice
but generated 98.4 per cent of expected goals and created eight highdanger scoring chances while allowing none. Hyman, causing turnovers
and driving the blue paint all night, had six shots himself in the first
period.
“Those two are superstars. I just try to go out and do my job,” Hyman
demurred.
Such dominance is all the more impressive when you realize they started
the majority of their shifts in the defensive zone and were called upon to
lock up the Jets’ final six-on-five push.
“They had a lot of jump. They were around the puck, and they attacked
the net. That’s the source of two goals for us. Nothing too fancy about it.
Just work from all three of them,” Keefe said. “Those three guys really
came out and were really driven to make a difference.”
On the season, Hyman-Matthews-Marner has now outscored its
opposition 18-8 when together. Marner (plus-18), Hyman (plus-17) and
Matthews (plus-14) ranks one-two-three in team plus/minus. All three
rank top 10 league-wide among forwards in the category.
“[Matthews and Marner] have been really good defensively right from the
start of the season,” Keefe said. “Both guys have really worked, really
focused on it. Pretty much every night they’re playing against the other
team’s best players. Often these are some of the best players in the
world. Here tonight again very similar, and those guys do the job.”

March 31, 2021, 9:53 AM

It's less than two weeks from the NHL trade deadline and, in some cases,
the line between buyer and seller is still not clear.
Playoff races have tightened in the three American divisions, giving
pause to some teams that may have been a little more pessimistic two
weeks ago. The North Division saw an interesting turn when the Calgary
Flames couldn't surpass the Montreal Canadiens during the latter's
pause, causing a surprising separation.
The fact is, some general managers are still weighing what their teams
need or if they should pivot to next season and beyond. Waiting another
week could mean another four games to get data on what the playoff
outlook is and how a roster is trending. Perhaps this will give us a busier
deadline day than originally thought.
We know the rental market is thick and will make up a healthy portion of
this year's transactions. The goalie market is rich with options, too. But
not many teams have suitable cap space for big swings, especially for
players with term. There are ways the market could open to those
opportunities though.
With lots of games still to be crammed in before April 12 and playoff
races that will evolve between now and then, four teams are shaping up
as interesting wild cards. With the potential to go big or do nothing at all,
here is why we should keep an eye on them.
Inconsistency has defined this year's Calgary Flames and you could
make a strong case that it's followed this core for some time now. They
struggled at the start of last season, too, then they were Canada's best
team from late-November through to the March pause. That set certain
heights on expectations this season, but the Flames are struggling to
keep in the playoff hunt.
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GM Brad Treliving has tried calling out his team and pleading with them
to be harder to compete against. He tried changing coaches to Darryl
Sutter, theoretically the type who can squeeze more juice here. It started
good enough, but it didn't take long for the Flames to fall back into old
habits again. Monday's 5-1 loss to the Winnipeg Jets was another
example of Calgary's inability to push back and find an extra gear. They
led the game 1-0 early on, but trailed 2-1 by the end of the first period
and were in a two-goal hole minutes into the second. They disappeared.
"We don't do a very good job of dealing with adversity," a frustrated
Matthew Tkachuk said after Monday's loss.
When the Canadiens, who Calgary is chasing for fourth in the North, had
to postpone four games last week due to COVID-19 protocols, the
Flames were four points behind them. They've played five games since
and are...still four points behind Montreal. Calgary's now played five more
games than the Habs and are tied with the Vancouver Canucks — who
have really been out of it for weeks now.
So what other levers can the GM pull here? It seems a given that Sam
Bennett will have his trade request granted if the Flames can find a
suitor. And with David Rittich in the last season of his deal, he could be
added to a suddenly crowded goalie market as a rest-of-season
insurance policy. Both would be rentals, so that's the bare minimum of
what Treliving might do as a deadline seller.
Would he go much deeper? The Johnny Gaudreau trade speculation has
been in the works for some time and was building to the moment where
he was either in the final year of his contract, or one year away from it.
That's where we are now. Centre Sean Monahan has struggled to help
control play on the ice and has the Flames' second-worst shots for
percentage at 5-on-5. There have been calls to split those two up from
sharing a line together, and Sutter even put Elias Lindholm back with
them for a game to try and spark something.
It's always more likely that these big deals happen in the off-season, but
Treliving isn't one to shy away from a substantial move. It's clearly not
working with this core and they'll have to find a new way forward before
long. At this rate, the Flames will land as sellers come April 12 — and if it
gets much worse between now and then perhaps we should be getting
into a blockbuster mindset.
The Flyers are a puzzle. On paper, they look like they should be much
better. And, heck, last season they were, with a 41-21-7 record.
Philadelphia has this weird pattern of being a playoff team one season
and almost off the rails the next. This year's struggles fall in line with that.
The goaltending has completely imploded, to the point where star
youngster Carter Hart was given both Monday and Wednesday
completely off as a healthy scratch to work on his game. But it's not as
simple as pointing to the guys who stop the puck. The defensive
breakdowns and missed assignments have been alarming, leading some
to wonder if coach Alain Vigneault was on the hot seat.
But GM Chuck Fletcher indicated this might not fall on the coach
Tuesday when he surprisingly waived defenceman Shayne
Gostisbehere. He's not at his peak anymore, with 12 points last season
and 11 in 25 games this season, but it raised a lot of eyebrows.
Gostisbehere is best when shielded with offensive zone-heavy starts and
he's chiefly a power-play contributor. That's what makes his $4.5 million
hit a bit pricey in a flat cap. Not many teams can take all of that on, but
he's still a good age (27) and puck-movers always have value. Talentwise he could be intriguing as a 5-6 power-play specialist, but the salary
and term complicate things.
Whether he's claimed or not, the Flyers will gain roster flexibility and cap
room that could open the door to all kinds of craziness.
This doesn't mean we should look at the Flyers as sellers...at least not
yet. They're three points out of the playoffs and, more than that, still have
a lot to look forward to. Rather, the Flyers are a team that could be in the
market for a new look and to just generally shake it up a bit. All in an
effort to push forward.
"We're certainly not looking at selling right now," Fletcher said. "In my
calls with managers around the league, first of all, I've received very few
calls. It's been really quiet in terms of receiving calls. I've made many.

I've been much more aggressive I think than a lot of people just looking
at different options.
"Anything we do we want to make sure it makes sense if we can fill a box
for the long term. Right now, we can potentially explore that. Certainly, if
we can upgrade our team we'll do that."
They were supposed to be the belle of the trade deadline, with everything
from rentals (Mikael Granlund), to big fish defencemen (Ryan Ellis or
Mattias Ekholm) to a potential blockbuster (Filip Forsberg) on the table.
Now they're back in the playoff picture after winning six in a row and eight
of 11. There have been some solid wins in there, too: a 4-1 decision on
the road in Tampa Bay vs. the Lightning, a 4-3 shootout win on the road
against the Dallas Stars and two in a row this past weekend on the road
vs. the Chicago Blackhawks, the team they were chasing for fourth this
whole time.
It's wild. The Predators went from existential crisis to, "Well, just hold on
a second here." David Poile's future as GM was in question from the
outside and it's something he was asked about as they floundered near
the bottom of the league. In this stretch of 11 games, though, they've
helped improve a goal differential that was also among the worst in the
league, running plus-6 in this span.
Juuse Saros has been a key reason for the sudden turnaround. He's
been off the charts excellent in March with a .963 save percentage. And,
well, ya, that'll do it for you. This makes it less likely someone on the
scale of Forsberg is dealt, but Granlund and Erik Haula are UFAs this
summer and will probably go anyway.
Will they hang on to their defencemen, too, and make one last go of it
before trying again in the summer? That could help other suitors navigate
the expansion draft better. It could also give Nashville one last chance at
a push. Twelve days out from the deadline and Poile said he's still
deciding where to settle.
"I'm clearly going to use these next few games to see how we do," the
Preds GM said on ESPN's 102.5 The Game. "I need to use more time to
get to a position where there's a little bit more clarity.
"I find out more every day about our team and our individual players and
all that goes into the blender in terms of making any decisions from being
a buyer to being a seller or to doing nothing. All I know is that I'm way
happier with our team and the potential of our team than I was, say, a
couple of weeks ago.
"There are some tough decisions that are going to have to be made
here...all I can tell you is stay tuned."
The Predators beat Dallas on Tuesday night and play them again
Thursday. Nashville will host Chicago at home Saturday and then get a
two-day break where some final calls may be made ahead of a two-game
series in Detroit.
The Hawks have hit a bumpy section of the track lately, which shouldn't
be overly surprising. They're still rebuilding, after all, and still have
defensive issues similar to last season. Chicago allows the second-most
shots against per 60 minutes at 5-on-5 and eighth-most high-danger
chances, per Natural Stat Trick. Kevin Lankinen was a key reason why
they jumped ahead in the playoff race so early.
But they're still in the playoff picture, so how will they figure into the
buying/selling market?
They could be a middle man.
With five players on LTIR, the Hawks have gone from a capped out team
to one with lots of space. Mattias Janmark and Carl Soderberg are a
couple of rentals they could move for draft picks, but if Chicago is going
to get a more interesting pick or prospect, they could try to use their cap
room to facilitate a deal between two other partners.
There are many teams that would maybe want to buy, but don't have the
space to do it. This is where the Hawks could help create that space by
taking on a bloated cap hit for the remainder of this season, if they get
something for the future that's appealing.
"On a very short-term basis, we have a lot of flexibility," Hawks GM Stan
Bowman told the Chicago Tribune's Phil Thompson. "But then we start
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getting into future years, if you’re looking at taking on a player from
another team, if they’ve got an additional year or two or three years, then
at that point the fact we have a lot of cap room this year doesn’t really
help us for two or three years from now because we don’t know what our
cap will look like at that point. So much changes from year to year.
“If we brought on a veteran player, it would be because the other team
was attaching an asset to it that we thought would be part of our future."
So while the Blackhawks themselves probably won't be in on the biggest
names directly, their willingness to take on salary for a future asset could
help open the market a little more for buying teams that want to make a
splash.
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks face two extreme outcomes with Demko's
extension

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet
March 31, 2021, 8:45 PM

VANCOUVER – The most surprising aspect of Thatcher Demko’s
impressive season is not that the goaltender has seized the starting job
as Jacob Markstrom’s replacement, but what the Vancouver Canucks are
willing to pay as a reward for it.
The team is making an informed bet on their 25-year-old goalie with a
five-year, $25-million contract extension that is longer – and, therefore,
riskier -- than recent “bridge deals” signed by some of Demko’s peers.
But the contract also purchases three years of unrestricted free agency
from Demko. And if the Californian is as good beyond this season and he
has been in his breakthrough year, the Canucks are getting a bargain.
They’re willing to pay a little more in average salary to Demko for the
next two seasons in order to potentially save millions over the final three
years of the deal.
CHOOSE PLAN
After one season as a starter, Demko’s $5-million annual salary would tie
him for 12th highest among NHL goalies.
It also adds more salary-cap strain to the Canucks, who face even bigger
pay raises next season for looming restricted free agents Elias
Pettersson and Quinn Hughes. But it locks up Demko for the prime years
of his career at a salary well below what most elite goalies will be making
and defines for the Canucks a five-year window in which to build a
championship-calibre team.
Demko’s play will determine whether this contract is a bargain or bust for
the Canucks. Given wage and term, it doesn’t feel like it is likely to be
anything between those extreme outcomes.
Heading into Wednesday night’s game against the Calgary Flames,
Demko is 12-12-1 with a .917 save percentage. The league-average
save rate this season is .908, continuing a downward trend from a peak
of .915 five years ago.
But there is a lot of advanced data that indicates Demko has performed
at a world-class level this season. Clear Sight Analytics, which gathers
and sells proprietary goaltending data based on 34 shot-quality variables,
shows Demko second in the NHL with 18.09 goals saved above
expectation – the difference in goals allowed over goals expected to be
allowed based on cumulative shot quality.
Analytics site Evolving Hockey also has Demko second among goalies
with 3.6 wins above replacement (WAR) – the impact a goalie has made
in the standings based on what a replacement-level player would have
provided.

Arguments that Demko has merely had a great month of March, which he
has, are dubious. What he had before then was an awful opening week
in January and a seven-goal ventilation in Toronto on Feb. 4 when the
Canucks were at their chaotic nadir early in the season.
It’s true Demko’s save percentage in February was .888, but his overall
save rate between his first three starts and March 1 was .920. And Clear
Sight tweeted on Feb. 25 that Demko, including his wonky early games,
was already sixth-best among NHL starters with 4.37 goals saved above
expectation.
The question, of course, is whether he can do this next season and
beyond.
And will the Canucks, having been bold and proactive in re-signing
Demko as a core piece, make him perform without his goaltending
mentor, Vancouver assistant coach Ian Clark?
With the money the team is investing in Demko, and the critical
importance of the position generally, it’s starting to feel ridiculous
bordering on reckless that the Canucks haven’t gotten around to resigning for what amounts to NHL spare change the guru who has
improved virtually every goaltender he has worked with during 11
seasons over two stints in Vancouver.
Yes, we understand hierarchy and convention, and that head coach
Travis Green is also awaiting a new contract that general manager Jim
Benning wants to provide but owner Francesco Aquilini has refused so
far to authorize during the NHL’s coronavirus-induced recession.
But if they were stuck on convention, the team wouldn’t have re-signed
Demko for somewhere in between a bridge deal like the two years at
$4.4 million Jordan Binnington got in St. Louis a couple of years ago or
the three times $3.5-million Tristan Jarry received in Pittsburgh last fall,
and the long-term, core-player extensions like Connor Hellebuyck’s six
years at $6.17 million in Winnipeg and John Gibson’s eight-year deal in
Anaheim that averages $6.4 million.
And if the Canucks were worried about convention, the first official team
confirmation of Demko’s new contract wouldn’t have come in a tweet by
Aquilini. A few hours before puck drop on a game day. With Markstrom,
the former starter, in the opposite goal.
One month before training camps opened this winter, Demko told
Sportsnet how confident he felt, how much he learned during his rookie
season last year when he showed promise and inconsistency, finishing
with a .905 save percentage.
He explained how much better he was in university after his first season
at Boston College, how dramatically he improved in the American
League after his initial season with the Utica Comets.
Demko has been in the Canucks organization for seven years and
groomed to become an NHL starter since Benning selected him in the
second round of the 2014 draft.
“I’m right where I want to be in my career right now,” Demko told us. “I
think there’s a lot on the table and I’m just really excited to get the
opportunity to take that next step. I want to be in Vancouver as long as I
can. I want to be the guy.”
He’s already that guy. He just has to keep being him.
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Postponed Canucks-Flames game no solace for struggling Markstrom

By Salim Valji

The Calgary Flames and Vancouver Canucks – two teams with identical
records and faint playoff hopes – will be forced to wait to face off after
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two Canucks players and a Vancouver coaching staff member entered
the National Hockey League’s COVID-19 protocol Wednesday.
Several hours after both the Flames and Canucks had their morning
skates, word came out from the league on Wednesday evening – less
than two hours before puck drop in Vancouver – that their matchup would
be postponed.
The NHL will have an update on Thursday. On Tuesday, Canucks
forward Adam Gaudette was pulled off the ice during practice after
testing positive and added to the protocol list.
The Canucks and Flames have both fallen short of expectations this
season in the North Division, stumbling to the same 16-18-3 record twothirds of the way through the 2020-21 season.
For the Flames, playing Wednesday evening would have been the last
opportunity for starting goalie Jacob Markstrom to salvage a substandard
month. In March, he compiled a 4-6-1 record with a 3.02 goals-against
average and .890 save percentage.
On Tuesday, the 31-year-old goalie slammed his stick in frustration at the
end of practice after allowing a shootout goal.
“It’s my job to keep the puck out of the net, and I’m not doing that to the
level where I want,” he said afterwards. “You want to win the goalie battle
against the other goalie, and I’m not doing that. That’s really frustrating.”
Early on under Darryl Sutter, it’s clear that the veteran coach’s habit of
riding his starting goalies hasn’t gone away.
Since the two-time Stanley Cup winner was hired in early March,
Markstrom has started eight of 11 games, with David Rittich mostly
getting action on the second half of back-to-backs.

After returning, he’s 4-6-1 while allowing over three goals per game and
stopping less than 90 per cent of shots. This year, he’s allowed more
than three goals seven times in 26 starts and rarely stolen a game for a
team that will effectively be in must-win games through the end of the
pandemic-shortened 56-game season.
For his part, Markstrom emphatically shrugged off the notion that the
collision with his ex-teammate turned his season in the wrong direction,
and Sutter has stood by his starting goalie.
“I’ve coached a lot of really good goalies,” Sutter said. “(Markstrom) has
the ability to reach that level of those guys if he sticks with it and works
his way through it.”
Markstrom has proven to be capable of that in the recent past. Between
2017-18 and 2019-20, among the 36 goalies with at least 100 starts he
was 16th in save percentage (0.914) and 18th in GAA (2.74) while
playing more than just six other goalies in the league. He also finished
fourth in Vezina voting last season.
“The urge to play better, I would say, is very high,” Markstrom said prior
to Tuesday’s flight to Vancouver. “I obviously try to push myself in
practice but, at the end of the day, you have to get the work done in the
games and I’m not happy with my performance.”
Markstrom is surely relieved that the month of March is over, but there’s
no time to dwell on the past as the Flames play their first game of April
Friday night against the surging Oilers in Edmonton.
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Markstrom’s rough stretch even prompted Sutter to go against a tenant of
his coaching philosophy – yanking a starting goalie.
Sutter despises the notion of pulling his goalie from a game.
It’s a belief he’s ascribed to for much of his 1,296-game coaching career
that has spanned four decades.
“Not for one shift, second, minute, anything,” Sutter said after a Flames
loss on March 17 where Markstrom allowed seven goals on 30 shots
against the Edmonton Oilers.
“I’m on-record for this. Every team I’ve ever coached: I do not pull the
goalie. I hate pulling the goalie, it’s like benching somebody and I do not
believe (in) that. I believe they stick with their teammates and fight their
way out of it just like everyone else.”
Less than two weeks later and with the Flames in a tailspin, that quote
rings all the more significant. After allowing four goals on 23 shots versus
the Winnipeg Jets on Monday, Markstrom was pulled after the second
period – a move clearly at odds with Sutter’s stated philosophy.
Since Miikka Kiprusoff retired in 2013, it’s been a steady diet of the likes
of Cam Talbot, Reto Berra, Joni Ortio, and Niklas Backstrom (among
several others) between the pipes for Flames fans … stopgaps that the
organization hoped would turn into long-term solutions, but never
ultimately did.
And surely the Flames organization didn’t anticipate facing those familiar
questions again so soon after inking Markstrom to a six-year, $36 million
pact – the richest contract the team has ever given a goalie – this past
off-season. They also standardized their approach to the position,
unveiling a goaltending department led by former pro Jordan Sigalet and
bringing in ex-NHLer Jason LaBarbera to work with both Markstrom and
Rittich.
Early on, the commitment to the pivotal position paid dividends: In
January, Markstrom was 11th among 64 NHL goalies in save percentage
(.929) and 16th in goals-against average (2.18), and through the first four
weeks of the season he had logged more minutes than all but two
goalies (fellow North Division netminders Frederik Andersen and Mikko
Koskinen).
Since coming out of his crease to charge Canucks forward Tanner
Pearson in a race for the puck on Feb. 17 (and subsequently being
placed on the injured reserve), however, Markstrom’s play has faltered.

Campbell returns to Maple Leafs’ crease against Jets

By Mark Masters

After being unavailable to dress on Monday, Jack Campbell will start
tonight in Winnipeg.
"It's kind of a day-to-day thing," head coach Sheldon Keefe said. "He's
progressed well. It seems like when he has time to recover from his
recent games that he has bounced back and feels good, but it is
something we have to manage."
Campbell hurt his leg on Jan. 24 in Calgary and the issue has lingered
ever since.
"We have to be responsible with it as a staff and be smart with it and he
has to be honest and tell us exactly how he's feeling so we can make the
appropriate decisions," Keefe said.
Campbell aggravated the injury upon returning to the lineup on Feb. 27
and was forced back to the sideline for three weeks.
"It takes a lot of character to get through something like that," said
defenceman Zach Bogosian. "He's a huge part of our team. His
personality is great. He's awesome in the locker room and he's one hell
of a goalie, too. We're confident with him back there and he's really stuck
with it. The character side, people don't see what goes on behind the
scenes. It's pretty easy to tune in at 7 o'clock at night and see us, but
there's a lot that goes into it behind the scenes and Soupy's been
working so hard in the gym trying to battle back. Obviously, when he's
come back to play for us he's played extremely well, so it's been great to
see."
Campbell is 6-0-0 this season with a .945 save percentage, but has yet
to face the Jets.
Frederik Andersen is still in Toronto where he has a follow-up
appointment on Thursday to look at his lower-body injury. Keefe said the
hope is that meeting will offer more insight on the issue, which has kept
him off the ice since March 19.
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The Leafs have a busy schedule this week with another game in
Winnipeg on Friday before a back-to-back set on Sunday and Monday in
Calgary. Toronto has dropped the past three games that third stringer
Michael Hutchinson has started.

Keefe referred to the Jets as "the deepest opponent that we face in our
division in terms of their forward lines."

Campbell starts for Leafs; Andersen has follow-up appointment

Preparing for a pivotal two-game set against the Maple Leafs, the Jets
say that they will need to focus on keeping puck control and limiting
Toronto's offensive opportunities in the slot, keeping their shots coming
from the outside.

Frederik Andersen is back in Toronto for a follow-up appointment to look
at his lower-body injury. Tonight, Jack Campbell will get the start for
Toronto after taking last game off to rest his ailments. Campbell's positive
attitude during his recovery has brought smiles to his Leafs teammates.
Alex Galchenyuk will get a look on the power play tonight as the Leafs
look to snap out of a slump on the man advantage.
"He's had some shifts here and there, but looking for something a little
more solidified here tonight," Keefe confirmed.
Toronto has converted on just one of 23 chances over the past 11
games. Despite the lack of goals, Keefe insists he likes a lot of the
process of late and feels like the group is close to breaking out.
One issue is the lack of opportunities. In the last 11 games, Toronto has
been held to two or fewer chances on seven occasions.
"It’s hard to mix and try different things," the coach said.
The Leafs, with new assistant coach Manny Malhotra overseeing the
power play, have not hesitated to experiment with new looks. At the
morning skate today, one unit getting reps featured Morgan Rielly up top,
William Nylander and Auston Matthews on the flanks with John Tavares
in the middle and Mitch Marner down low.
"We like the ability to mix things up and move things around a little bit
and spread the minutes appropriately," Keefe noted. "For the most part
this season we've had a two-unit look, try and get some competitiveness
that way with one unit pushing the other, as well as just having players
play with greater urgency and greater energy through the power plays."
Galchenyuk was taking reps with the second unit at the morning skate.
Despite the recent dry spell, the Leafs still own the NHL's top power play
on the road, clicking at 34.1 per cent.
Galchenyuk will get a look as Leafs seek power play breakthrough
In an effort to try and spark a power play that is 0-for-10 over the last four
games, Sheldon Keefe says Alex Galchenyuk will get a look with the
extra man tonight as Toronto's head coach tries to juggle combinations to
create some internal competition.
The Jets are finally back home after playing the last seven on the road.
The trip, which lasted 12 days, has taken a toll on the group.
"The boys are feeling it a little bit right now," Andrew Copp admitted this
morning. "The time-zone change and the late games in Calgary and then
an earlier skate today [at 10 a.m. CT because of the 6:30 p.m. local
start], I think everyone was a little slow moving around the locker room
and trying to get warmed up. It got better as we went along, thank God.
The skate kind of gets you back, a sweat kind of gets you back to neutral
a little bit, so we'll be ready to go tonight."
Considering the fatigue factor, coach Paul Maurice wasn't sure how
much the last-change advantage would factor into tonight's proceedings.
"I'm not as married to the matchup right now and a lot of that has to do
with our schedule," the coach said. "It's more important that I get
everybody evened out than it is I get a specific match on any night."
This is the fifth meeting between the Leafs and Jets this season, but the
first one in Winnipeg. The Jets took two of three games against the Leafs
in Toronto earlier this month.
"In the Toronto set that we played, I didn't feel that there were a bunch of
times on the bench that I got jammed into something I didn’t want,"
Maurice said. "They're more than comfortable [with] their so-called third
line and with the veterans they have on their fourth line, they'll play those
lines against your best. D-zone faceoffs, they're not worried about it. So,
that would be true of us as well, right, so there's not the impetus from
either coach to say, 'I can't win this game,' or 'I got a way better chance
of winning this game if I get this hard match.'"

Jets focused on limiting Leafs chances in the slot

If the top two lines featuring Matthews, Tavares, Mark Scheifele and
Pierre-Luc Dubois end up duelling to a draw then the bottom six may
decide things.
"The depth of our forward group is a strength for us, and we have to use
it," said Jason Spezza. "We have to be reliable, and they approach things
similarly, so it lends to a great match-up and everyone being used and
needing all 12 guys up front."
As Maurice noted, Toronto's fourth line currently features the 37-year-old
Spezza and 41-year-old Joe Thornton, who have been lining up beside
Alex Kerfoot.
"We've had some good looks as a line," Spezza said. "We've done some
good things. We need to cash in a few more chances but, other than that,
we're starting to build some chemistry."
Wayne Simmonds is among Toronto's depth players looking to get on
track. He's registered just one assist and six shots in five games since
returning from a broken wrist.
"I got a few expletive words for myself," the gritty winger said following
Monday's overtime loss to the Oilers. "I don't think I was good at all. I
need to do more. I think I was kind of in my head a little bit, but I'll get that
figured out. I need to start contributing again."
Simmonds, who missed six weeks with the injury, started Saturday's
game on the second line before being dropped to the unit with Ilya
Mikheyev and Pierre Engvall.
"Just thinking too much," Simmonds said of the issue right now. "When
you play your best hockey you're having fun and you're kind of carefree
... I got to start enjoying myself."
'I got a few expletive words for myself': Slumping Simmonds is thinking
too much
Wayne Simmonds isn't happy with how he's played since returning from
a six-week absence. "I got a few expletive words for myself. I don't think I
was good at all," the winger said after Monday’s loss. Simmonds has just
one assist in five games since coming back from a broken wrist. "I'm
thinking too much. I got to start enjoying myself."
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